Your gift to the Rackham Graduate School in calendar year 2014 was an important contribution in support of graduate students across the spectrum of academic fields at the University of Michigan.

At Rackham, our sole priority in the Victors for Michigan campaign is financial support for graduate students. With close to 9,000 students in 109 Ph.D., 92 master’s, and 35 certificate programs, your gift matters. Your help allows a graduate student to take maximum advantage of the research and educational opportunities at the University, participate fully in the life of the diverse campus community, and acquire the teaching and leadership skills needed for a wide range of careers.

Thank you for giving back to graduate students. You are an essential part of their success.
DEAN’S CIRCLE

Members of the Dean’s Circle have donated or pledged $1,000 or more in calendar year 2014.

**$100,000 AND ABOVE**

Nell Cant*
Dr. and Mrs. Hugh Kendrick*
Charles Scribner*
The Andrew W. Mellon Foundation

**$25,000–$99,999**

Jon and Lili Bosse
Bobbe and Jon Bridge*
Peter Hauslohner and Marianna Nosa*
Judith Wallerstein Center For The Family In Transition*
Juliette Okotie-Eboh*
Jiu-Hwa Upshur

**$2,500–$4,999**

Margaret Barr Bigelow (in memoriam)*
Carol Ann Dyer
Google, Inc.*
Barbara and Thomas Schnitzer*
Carla Sinopoli*
Jean Sussman and Edward Lyons
Lelahni Wessinger*
Yung-Koh and Barbara Yin*

**$1,000–$2,499**

Rosemary Agostini and George Brooks*
Susan Andrade*
Anne Andrews and Michael Mazzuchi*
Donald and Lillian Bauder
Michael Bauer and Patricia Schroeder*
Gordon and Sandra Bonham*
Constance and Denis Bourke*
Edith Brashares and Benjamin Simon*
Barbara and Mark Buchanan
Nuria Calvet*
Kevin Chang and Kwanwen Teng
Frank Comstock*
Dr. Shelly and Ricky Coner*
Thomas and Sue Costaras
Andrew De Rocco and Joan McNulty
Deloitte Foundation*

**$5,000–$9,999**

Dayton Foundation
Janice Erskine
Margaret and Shashikant Gupta*
Marsha Holmes
Wanda Hung and Christopher Vakili*

* Indicates that donor increased 2014 giving over 2013 giving.
Bold indicates that donor has given for at least five sequential years.
HONOR ROLL OF DONORS
FOR CALENDAR YEAR 2014

$500–$999
Hope Finegold Alper*
Amgen Foundation*
Frank Ascione
Mark Neisser and Guillermnia Avaria-Neisser*
Judy and Richard Babcock
Laird Barber*
Michele and Thomas Battle
Doreen and Lashon Booker
David and Florence Braker
Daniel and Marsha Braun
Margaret and Howard Bray*
Astrid and James Brown*
James and June Burchyett
Joan and Michael Carleton*
Arthur E. and Elizabeth P. Carlisle
Robert L. Carneiro*
Emanuel and Joan Carreras
William Childs
Jeri Cochran and Patrick Venta*
David Coe
Paul and Barbara Couture
Joanna Cronin
Martin and Kori Czasnojc*
John and Judith Daniel*
Carl-Wilhelm de Boor
Caren Deming
John and Leslie Demlein*
Brenda Dorsey
Betty and Robert Druien*
Jiwon Duan*
James and Vickie Feutz*
Deborah Pierce and Robert Fine
Dorothy and Thomas Fraker*
Leon and Marcia Friedman
Dolores Furtado*
Ramon Garcia*
GE Foundation
Frederick and Nancy Gehlbach
Beverly Gibbs
Jurgen Gobien
Otto Gonzalez and Judy Tasse*
Garry and Sarah Gooding*
Jean Grey*
Peter Gryson and Evelyn MacKenzie-Gryson
Ann and David Hardy
Janice Hewitt*
Jack Hills*
Carolyn and Larry Hiss*
Marjorie Horning*
Lysle and Ken Huddleston*
John Hunter and Harold Kooden*
Tiffany Joseph*
Te Piao and Lydia King*
David and Sharon Lipschutz Kluger
Priscilla and Robert Knighton*
Kwaku Koram*
James and Laurel Lannen
Barbara and Nicholas Lanney*
Pearl Lattaker*
Henry Lau and Rebecca Oberle*
Golda Anne and Robert Leonard
Rita and Thomas Lewry*
Lockheed Martin*
Janell Lofton and Michael Minta*
G. Bridget and William Long*
David and Mary Lowery
Gordon and Carla Lyon*
Jack and Melanie Manis
Carol and Roland Miller*
Jan and William Mitchell*
Rogers Newman*
Ross Newsome
Joan and Ronald Nordgren
Dr. Moses C. Norman and Gertrude Norman
Helmut and Barbara Norpith
Carol and Seamus O’Cleireacain*
George Oser
Ho-Ming Pang*
Ronne Parker
Hugh Patrick
Laura and Rex Patterson
Robert and Leah Peters*
John and Jane Piazza
Bion and Marcia Pierson*
Eric Pohl*
Geraldine and Willis Porter*
A. Donald and Jean Postma
Elizabeth Rajam
Bonnie Reece
Arthur and Suzanne Reed
Christopher Reilly*
Douglas Roblin
T. Rodney and Mary Jo Rogg
Martha Rolinson*
Cris and Susan Roosenraad
Dean and Joan Rutila
Ashish and Norma Sarkar*
Malinee and Sithiporn Sastrasinh
Robert Schoenhals*
Dinesh Seksaria
Shell Oil Company Foundation
Lilllette and Peter Shen*
Christal A. Sheppard, Ph.D., J.D.
Raymond and Mary Silverman
Roberta Silverstein and Stephen Sperber*
Dorothea and Larry Smith
Sidonie Smith and Gregory Grieco*
Hildreth Spencer*
Charles and Barbara Stevens
Eric and Ines Storhok*
Dottie and James Symons
Lane Taylor
Barbara Therrien*
Dale and Kathryn Thiel*
Hans and Sibyl Troesch*
Robert Tull*
Colin Underwood and Reiko Tanese*
Edward and M. Jade VanderVelde*
Suzanne and Jay Wakefield
Thelma Hoehl Westrum*
Charles Wright and Antonina Macdonald
William D. Wright, Ph.D.*
George and Patricia Zug

$250–$499
Heather and Thomas Ackenhagen*
Ada Belle Clark Fund-California Community Fdn*
Lina Al Chikh and Samer Dirani
Jane Aldrich
Robert and Shirley Anderson
Ellen Andrews
Dennis Appleyard*
Linda Argote*
Jose and Ruth Armillia
Mary Arnold
Patricia Arscott and Paul Belitz*
Joseph Asta*
Kendrick and Khin-Khin Aung*
Bryan Aupperle
Johannes Pennings and Eva Backman
Charles and Lynda Bacon*
Ming Bao and JunLiang Pan*
Elba Barzelatto and Mauricio Font*
William Beaman
John and Kathryn Bergan*
Carita Bergeline*
Steven Berline and Edward Schultz*
Theodore and Jean Bookhout*
Dr. William M. Boorstein*
Mark Borouhir*
Phoebe Bowers
Jeff Hansen and Kathy Britton*
Robert and Lois Bruce
Jasper and Sharon Brundage
Caryl and Michael Burke*
Heather Burrows and Robert Paretta*
Gary Butterfield
Cleopatra Caldwell
Robert A. Carstens
Conan and Patricia Castle*
Teofilo Jaime Chahin*
Subhachandra and Nandita Chandra
Gene Chang*
John and Qing Chang*
Adele and Russell Chappell*
Kevin Charlton*
Dr. and Mrs. Charles E. Hickox*
Jieming Chen and Xiangping Mai
### HONOR ROLL OF DONORS
#### FOR CALENDAR YEAR 2014

**$250–$499, continued**

Ping Chen and Xi Lin*
Normal L. Chmielowski, D.D.S., M.S.*
Susan Cloninger
Dean Cole*
Clifford and Patricia Cool
James Corey*
Dewey and Nancy Cornell*
Robert Croye
Benjamin Danzo*
Virginia DeBenedictis*
Dorothy and Peter Denning*
David Denn
Andrew Dibner*
Bonnie D. Dickson*
Michael Dodyk*
Marilyn and Raymond Drnevich*
Mary and Douglas Eamon*
James and Joy Edwards*
John Eft and Darlene Russ-Eft*
Dr. Howard Eichenbaum and Dr. Karen Shedlack
Alan Eiser*
Ernst & Young Foundation*
Pui and Helen Fan
Dr. William Klykylo and Dr. Dorothyann Feldis*
Harriet Feldlaurof and David Reuman*
Jeffrey Field*
Larry Fink
John and Lynne Finta
Linda Flickinger
Helen L. Foster*
Nicole and Preston Frazier*
Steven and Sylvia Freij*e
Julia Fugate*
Marjorie and Martin Gluckstein
Kari Gluski and Peter Granda
Betty and Dan Golomb
Geoffrey Goodnow
Gregg Gorin and Ruth Kroman Gorin*  
Karen and Thomas Gottschang*
Ruth and Thomas Green
Marion Guck
James Guikema*
Barry and Ellen Haack*
Don Haefner and Cynthia Stewart*
Joe and Nancy Hammond
Sang Han*
Daniel and Mazie Havens*
Health Advances LLC*
Robert and Susan Heath*
Amy and Robert Heinrich*
Dennis and Alyce Helfman
Kenneth Herlin
Ann-Nora Hirami*
Karla and Peter Hitchcock*
Emily and Paul Hollenberg*
Garrick Hu*
Intef Foundation*
Sarah Jacobson and Barry Wolf*
Elmer Johansen
Thomas and Kathleen Jusino*
Shahrukh Khan*
YongKyoun Kim*
Joan and Thomas Klammer*
Daniel and Heidi Koester*
James and Pamela Kohan*
Willaim and Margaret Korte*
Marilyn and Samuel Krimm
Drs. John and Mildred Knacl
Kroger Foundation Corporate Headquarters*
Alice and Lawrence Kronenberger
Mary Lamont*
Susan Larimer
Gordon Larsen*
Anne and Anthony Lavery*
Mary and Sid Leblanc*
Susan Lees*
Robert Lempert and Nancy Perloff*
Sharon and Stanford Levin
Barbara Levine
Bruce and Nancy Levine
Lynn Levine and Jay Wolfe*
Jack and Marilyn Lifsitz*
Agnes Li-Tsu and Shin-R Lin*
Shenchuan and Sue-Ing Lin*
Howard Lindsey
Ann and David Lindsay
Lee Lockie*
John Lofty and Laura Rubin*
Joan Lowenstein and Jonathan Trobe*
Karen MacDonald*
Susan Madley*
Alan Makovsky*
John Manning
Thomas Marhevk*
Jeanne Marsh and Steven Shevell*
Barbara Martin*
Martha Mayo and Irwin Goldstein
Eileen and Joseph McGraw*
Peter McIsaac and Ines Ibanez*
Sandra and Charles Miller*
Thomas and Sandra Millman
Mark Milstein*
Christopher Moeller
Eric Monberg
Yuji Morita*
Elizabeth Morrison
Samuel Muller*
Ratna and Vaman Naik*
Muriel Nathan*
John and Mary Nelson*
Jonathon Niemczak*
Eileen Nivera*
Barbara Otto*
Joan and Thomas Osgood
Dr. Howard and Joyce Schermerhorn*
Rita and Margaret Seidell*
Robert and Judith Seltzer*
Jackie and W. Scott Sproat*
Andrew Spurlock and John Richardson*
Joan Stephenson
Lenore and Peter Sternlight*
Douglas and Judith Stewart
Andrea Stout*
Diane and Richard Stribley*
Dr. David C. Stumbaugh and Jean A. Stumbaugh
Luki and Mary Su*
Suresh and Uma Subramanian
Richard R. Swain
Dennis Tafoya*
Robert Tap
Thomas Thornburg*
John Tomlinson
Carolyn and Richard Pope*
Shankar Radhakrishnan*
Bridge Rafferty*
James Raisio*
Dale and Margaret Raven*
Marta Rey-Babarro*
Stephanie Riegle
Carol and Francois Rigolot*
C. Brock Rooney
Homer and Kathleen Rose*
Jacqueline Royster*
Alanzo and Millicent Ruffin*
Cindy Saban
Robert Sandell*
Paul Sarvela (in memoriam)*
Richard Scharchburg
Katharine and Robert Schelleng*
Robert Schiavone*
Arnold and Marie Schneider*
Donald and Joan Schuette
Jonathan and Elizabeth Seltzer*
Lisa and Patrick Sherhart*
Lawrence Shivers*
Carol and Mark Shook
Mary Sies and Christopher Stark
Allan Silver*
Dennis and Freya Smallwood*
Bruce and Jeanne Snapp
Caroline and Harry Soo
Harry and Ellen Spain
Jackie and W. Scott Sproat*
Andrew Spurlock and John Richardson*
Joan Stephenson
Lenore and Peter Sternlight*
Douglas and Judith Stewart
Andrea Stout*
Diane and Richard Stribley*
Dr. David C. Stumbaugh and Jean A. Stumbaugh
Luki and Mary Su*
Suresh and Uma Subramanian
Richard R. Swain
Dennis Tafoya*
Robert Tap
Thomas Thornburg*
John Tomlinson

* Indicates that donor increased 2014 giving over 2013 giving.
**Bold** indicates that donor has given for at least five sequential years.
NEW DONORS
First-time gifts to Rackham were gratefully received from the following alumni and friends.

Thekla Abels
Gay and William Adams
Haroutouni Adjemian
Fred and Rebecca Allsbrook
Duane and Vicki Amato
Patricia Arscott and Paul Belitz
Edward Baker
Kerstin Barndt and Johannes von Moltke
Cheryl Bartholomew
Rachel Beane
Margaret Becker
Johnny Berona
Kathryn Boudreau
Sally and Timothy Buck
Rodney Burton
Eduardo Cantu
Chyntha Carey
William Carter
Cynthia Cheski
Ann Christoph and William Kipper
Wanda Crews
Karan and Stephen Cutler
Fazli Datoo
Lois and Bruce Dean
Dorothy and Peter Denning
Robert Dodde
Jiwen Duan
Joan and Lansing Ellis
Obiefune Ezekoye
Susan Fager and Paul Schmiedchen
Jiao Fan
Yuan Fang
Anna and Ray Ferrier
Thomas Fine
Nancy and William Forbis
Carol Frazier
Linda and Robert Garrett

Kathleen Glover
Nancy Goldfarb
Jessica Gorchow
Margaret Gough
Christin and Myron Grant
Jeanette Green
Jeremy Gregersen
Kisoon and Douglas Griffith
I. Gruhn
Tamara Halle
Eric Hampl
Maryann and Ronald Hart
Allison and Valerie Hart-Young
George Hoey and Erin Hoag
Chen and Pi-Yung Hu
Lysle and Ken Huddleston
Gina Hug
Shane Isehoff
Hossein Jadvar and Mojgan Maher
Susan Janson
Gregory and Nancy Johnson
Kiarrri Kershaw and David Burns
Susanne Kilpela
Kyun Kim
YongKyuon Kim
Peggy Kriger
Anthony and Anne Lavery
Charles and Beth Levinthal
Ronald Lewis
Haiyin Liu
Lisa and Stephen Livernois
Eric Lorey
Larry Lower
Margaret Ma
Anna Mann
Mary Martorella
Elizabeth Mathew

Eileen and Joseph McGraw
Peter McIsaac and Ines Ibanez
Russell Meredith
George and Stella Moyser
J. Paul and Joseph Mutschlechner
Muriel Nathan
Michael Neuman
Sheila Nicholas and Dave Waterhouse
Zbigniew and Ava Pasek
Carol and Rob Persad
Steven and Gail Peterson
Goutama Pinnamaneni
Alfred Powell
Ricardo Punzalan
Narayanasamy Ramasubbu
MaryAlice and Robert Rippe
Merida Rua
Elizabeth Salzman
Rogelo Samson
Melinda Schafer
William Short
Eugene and Carol Skiest
Diana Slowiejk
David Sorscher
Kathryn Steed
Maria and Troy Stieve
Harold and Susan Stitt
Mark Szczesiu
Marisa Zspym
Walter and Edna Tabbert
Cynthia Thomas
Michael and Lori Tierney
Gisselle Velez Ruiz
Akhilshwars Verma
Kathryn and George Vincent
Kavita Warrier
Amanda and Carl Woodward

$250–$499, continued

Oktay M. Tosun*

Halden and Sandra Totten*
Dr. Theodore and Rosemary Townsend
Deborah and Steven Trent*

Diana Troik
Alex B. Walter, Ph.D.
Layne and Judith Watson*

*$ Indicates that donor increased 2014 giving over 2013 giving.
Bold indicates that donor has given for at least five sequential years.
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$100–$249

Fadi Abourjeily and Farah Fawaz*
Kay and Richard Adam
Judith and Ronald Adler
Aetna Foundation*
Barbara and Stuart Aferiat*
Stephen Agard*
William Ahrens
Anne and Robert Aitchison
Michael and Hiroko Akiyama*
Richard and Betty Allan*
Julie Allen and Stephan Doll
Dana Alpern
Maureen Alterman
David and J. Phoebe Amante*
Duane and Vicki Amato*
Richard Ames and Lisa Morrison*
Kirit and Shobhana Amin
Yanming An and Minbo Li*
Jonathan G. Andelson*
Deborah Anderson and Carl Hagstrom*
Kathleen and Timothy Anderson
Richard and Sharon Anderson
Leopold Andreoli
Margaret and Thomas Andrews*
Paul Andrews and Nancy Humphry

Christian and Ella Weber*
Stuart Weinstein*
George and Kathleen Weisskopf*
Jeffrey and Christine Welch*
Maryann and Paul White
Eugene Whitehouse
Grace Whitehouse
Bradley Willburn*
Chris Willard*
Barbara Buckman Williams
Timothy Williams*
Laura Wojcik*
Philip M. and Nancy Lindow Wolf
John Wood*
Dr. Eleanor K. Wright*
Xerox Foundation
Chih-Kuan Yen and Chi-Ling Chen*
Mary Ann Zawada*
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$100–$249, continued

Dr. Babette M. Benken*
Carolyn Aradine*
Mary Arends-Kuenning and Matthew Kuenning
Marian Armour-Gemmen and Randall Gemmen*
Sadik Artunc*
Billy Ashby
John Asvestas
David Aurelio
Christopher Aycock
David Bachmann*
Krishna and Vandana Baddam*
Robert Bailyn*
Jack and Edith Bajema*
Edward Baker*
Esther and Roy Baldridge
Carolann and Theodore Baldyga*
Donald and Rhonda Ballou
Cyrus and Margaret Banning*
Michael and Rosa Baran*
Dr. Carol Barbour and Dr. Sid Gilman
Michael F. Barile, Ph.D. and Grace Barile
Robert and Margaret Barlow
Nolen Barnes*
Carole Barnett*
Joan and Reuben Baron
Leland and Mary Bartholomew
Janet Bartlett
Esther Basch Katzman and Marc Katzman*
Mrs. Margaret B. Bashur
Steven Basmajian and Christine Freeman*
Richard Batsavage
James Baxter
Neil W. Beach*
Joyce Beasley
Muriel and Thomas Beattie
Terri Beatty*
Mary Jo and Richard Beaubien
Gail and Frank Beaver*
Thomas Beebee*
Judith and Lowell Beineke*
Daniel Belden*
Jeannine Bell
Ms. Martha A. Benedict
Carol and Leslie Benet*
Charles and Maria Benet
John and Louise Bennett
Herbert Bensinger*
Debra Beres*
Jill Berglund*
Chester and Carol Bergman
Nancy Bergstrom*
Sandra Berkenke
Roger and Rhoda Berkowitz*
Susan Bernstein
Jan Berris
Bernardo Beyer*
Florene and Harold Bierman
Pauline Bigby
Wilbur Bigelow*
Robert and Georgia Bill*
Caroline and Arnold Birenbaum
Judith Bischoff*
Gail and Warren Bishop*
Marjorie Bissett
Gwendolyn Bitnar*
Donald Bittner
Lynn Bjorkman
Joel Bloom*
Eileen Blumenthal*
Christopher Bobrowski
Boeing Company
Donald Boettner
Joan Bolling
Ann and Donald Bont*
Peter Bonventre
Eugene Borgida and Susan Wolf
Priscilla Boroniec and Louis Cornelius
Frederick Bosco
Barry and Nancy Bosworth
Nancy Bott and Harry Evans
Pamela Bourgeois
Tom and Madeline Bourke*
Margarete Bower
Amos and Patricia Bradford*
Nicola Bradford and Mark McCandless
Gordon and Jacklyn Bradley*
Douglas Braidwood
Karen Braun*
Dennis and Judith Brendel*
Ronald and Margaret Brender
Ruth Brevitz and Thomas Sarb
Howard Brick and Debra Schwartz
Howard and Arleen Brilliant
Lois and Michael Brinkman
Anthony and Mary Bronzo
Mindy Brook
Douglas Brown*
Joyce and Richard Brown
Lisa Brown*
Margaret Carol Brown
Karen Brown-Fackler
Nancy Brucken
Ernest Brumbaugh
Thomas Brush*
Sally and Timothy Buck*
Marylou and Thomas Bullen
Dhreema Burford*
Larry L. Burgess
George and Patricia Burgoyne
Gail and John Burleson
David Burns and Kiarri Kershaw*
S. Kay Burrus
Brian and Elizabeth Burt*
Gloria Byers (in memoriam)*
Donald and Winifred Byker*
Donita Bylski-Austrow and James Austrow*
Helen Cafferty
Lee Cagle*
Thomas Caldwell, Ph.D. and Mrs. Virginia Caldwell*
Lucy and Robert Caswell
Dr. Joseph J. Cavallaro
Jeffrey and Felicia Cerini*
Letha A. Chadiha, Ph.D., MSW*
Virginia Chambers*
Ronald Chaney and Julie Greenberg*
Chi Shiwing and Phyllis Cheng*
Christine Child and Matthew Wikander*
Jane and Jin Chin
Jennifer Chin and T. Michael Keinath
Gary and Sally Chipman
Joseph and Sue Chiu
Eun and Yoon Choi*
Lorraine Chorkey
Hiroko and Lowell Chun*
Ruenn-Ju Chung and H. Steve Kuan*
Jean and Victor Cicirelli*
Judith and Lawrence Clare*
Chun-Yen and Todd Cochrane*
Paula and Timothy Coffey*
Miriam Cohen*
Murray Cohen and Barbara Safran*
Robert Cohen and Ruth Moscow-Cohen*
Peggy and Robert Collins
Fox and Leone Conner*
James Conroy*
Harold and Mary Cook
John and Michele Cook
Corning Incorporated Foundation*
Anne Corrigan and Paul Roberge*
John and Kristen Courtney
Sherri and Theodore Courtney*
Caroline Couture*
Cynthia and Kenneth Coviak*
Barbara Crane*
Nancy Creason*
John Crippenden*
Jane Cronkleton
Jason A. Crotty
Diana Cryderman*
Susanne and Richard Curry
Margaret Curtin*
John Czaja
Patricia Czapp and Christopher Lynnes
James Dalton
Phyllis and Roy Daniel

* Indicates that donor increased 2014 giving over 2013 giving.
Bold indicates that donor has given for at least five sequential years.
$100–$249, continued

Charles Daniels
Fazli Datoo*
Kenneth and Isabelle Davidson
George and Theresa Davis
John and Virginia Davis*
Lois Davis*
Michael Davis
Elisabeth De Groot
Penelope and James De Meules
Bruce and Lois Dean*
Charlotte and Ralph DeBlos
Mary and Raymond Decker*
Gail and John DeHeus
Nicole Dekker and Kenneth Nicholson*
Exalton Delco, Ph.D. and Wilhelmina Delco*
Jean Delong*
Freda and Robert Delosh
Donald and Judith Dembsey
Walter B. Dempsey*
Don and Sharon Des Jarlais
Sandra and David Detrisac
Caroline and Michael DiBattista
James Dicke
Virginia A. Dilkes
Delvin Dinkins and Davirah Timm-Dinkins
Jo Ann and Richard Dionne
William Doener*
Ronald and Mary Jane Dolan
Jon and Sandra Dombrowski*
Frank Dominguez and Patricia Buck Dominguez*
Ruth Donaldson
John Doty*
Ismael Dovalina
Dow Corning Foundation
Richard Dowds and Sarah Tomlinson
Richard and Judith Doyle
Jessica Silbey*
Carol Drinkard

Fritz Gaenslen
Brenda Drumm Kidd
David and Jacqueline Duchane
Marlyn and Vyta Dukas
Barbara and Craig Duncan*
Joyce and Rick Dunkin*
Frank and Laura Durand*
Eric Durant*
Eric Duskin*
David and Jeanne Dustin*
DeWitt and Silverenia Dykes
Irene Eanes*
Thomas Easthope and Donna Winkelman
Celio Easton*
Joan and Dale Edmondson*
Alison Edwards
Edmund and Elaine Effort*
Jacob and Mary Eichhorn
Scott Elliott and Cynthia Cheski*
Charles and Julie Ellis
Emma and William Elrod*
Hollie and Matthew Eriksen*
Gary and Katherine Ernsting*
Paul and Sue Errington
Lester Ettlinger and Michele Gilligan*
Charmond and J. Richard Evans*
Cleveland Evans*
John and Eugenia Evans
Saundra and William Evans*
Timothy Evans*
Dan Ewing*
Edith and Julius Fabos*
Wayne Falke*
Barbara Farah*
Brian Farrer and Jennifer Pickett
Maureen Fearon and Robert Lipa
Jean Federico*
Timothy Feeman
Arnold Feldman*
Ilana Feldman
Michael and Anne Fenerty
William Fenwell*
H. Jane Ferguson
Ms. Kayne L. Ferrier
Marian and A. Lawrence Fincher
Earl Finley
Kristin Fischer
Ira Fisher*
Stephen Fisher
Carol and David Fleischer*
Charlayne and Stewart Fliege*
Andrew and Susan Flint
Glenn and Evelyn Flittner
Richard Foley
Cecil Foote*
Christopher Foote
Ethel and John Fopeano
Jami Foreback
John Forsyth
Catherine Fortin*
Milton Foster
Judith Foulke and Mark Elrod
Madeline Fox
Michael & Virginia Fox
Elaine Franco
Paul Francuch*
Charles Franklin and Liane Kosaki
Ralph and Elizabeth Frankowski
John and Shirley Frantz
Alfred Franzblau and Lisa Slattery*
Carol Frazier*
L Frear
Sue and Allan Frew
Kevin and Sherry Frick*
Daniel Friedland
Hallie and Stewart Friedman*
Paul and Vivian Friedman*
Daniel and Katharine Frohardt-Lane
Gail Schaefer Fu
Christopher and Catherine Furlong*
Jennifer Furst Hittinger and Jeffrey Hittinger
Martin G. Gabriel*
Amy and Timothy Galloway*
Ethan and Patricia Galloway
Gary and Susan Ganong*
Aloen Townsend*
Allen Garner*
Gary and Nancy Gasser*
Max Gates and Ellen Kotlus
Elaine Gazda and James Mcintosh*
Thomas and Barbara Gelehrter*
Craig Gelfenbaum*
Anne Geraghty and Gerald Sharp*
Judith and Neil Gerl*
Renate Gerulaitis*
Larry and Nicoletta Gess
Lowell and Mary Ruth Getz
Givaudan*
Arthur Glagel
Albert and Miriam Colbert
Amy Goldman
Fernando and Sylvia Gomez*
Charles Goodell
Pamela Goodman and Michael Shwartz*
Dr. Franklin L. Gordon, Jr.
Kathleen Goudie-Marshall and Robert Marshall
Harold Graboske
Inta Grace*
Sharon Grady and Michael Marks*
Cheryl Granrose*
Mary Sue Grant
Myron and Christin Grant*
James Grau*
Alberto Green*
Daniel and Norma Green*
Robert Greene*
Flojaune Griffin
Douglas and Kisoong Griffith*
Bruce and Margaret Grim
William Groening
Barbara and Ronald Grubbs*
I. Gruhn*
Larry and Mary Gruppen*
Bernard and Janet Guggenheim
Ann Guthrie*
Robert and Helen Haddad
Robert and Karen Hahn*
Andrea and Marc Haidle*
Richard and Marion Haines
Douglas and Juanita Hakala*
James and Linda Hall*
Jay and Nancy Hall
John and Linda Halsey*
James Hamburg (in memoriam)*
Leita and William Hamill*
Edward Hansen and Geraldine Grant
Marjorie Harrington
Jeffrey and Phyllis Harris
Joan and Frederick Harris*
Sarah Harrison*
Valerie and Allison Hart-Young*
Peter and Donna Harvey
James Hassberger*
Frank Hawkinshire*
Hiro and Ida Hayataka
Angela Haydel*
Bruce Hebbard
Erik Hembre*
Jennifer Henderson*
Phillip and Mary Henderson
Mark and Elaine Henry
Thomas Henry and Michelle Lavelle-Henry*
Mrs. Lucille Apicos Herzegovitch*
Phyllis and David Herzig*
Charles Hetrick*
Hewlett-Packard Company*
David Higbie and Dunrie Greiling*
E. Howard and Mary Hill
Gwen and Thomas Hilton
Bernard and Julane Himmelsbach*
Sumner Hixon*
Erik Hoag and George Hoey*
Benjamin and Carole Hodes*
Kori and Randall Hodgson*
Lawrence Hoenig*
Julie and Richard Holding*
G. Donald and Marjorie Hollinshead
John Holmes*
Dr. Raymond W. Holton
Etoile and Jonathan Holzaepfel*
Peter Hook and Hsin-Hsin Liang*
Meredith Hoppin
Stephen Horner*
Earl Howard*
Joan and Robert Howe
Jacqueline Howlett and John Orr
Albert and Rosemary Hsu
Chen and Pi-Yung Hsu*
Joseph Hsu
Kuo-Hsiung Hsu
Linda Hsu*
Angela and Ning Huang
Hsiu-Chung and Yeanchen Huang*
Dr. and Mrs. Roy D. Hudson
Jean Hudson*
Thomas Hungerford*
Ann Hungerman
Susan Hunter*
F. Grace Hutchinson and John Oldenburg
Catherine and John Huther
Carol Iglauer
Hiroyuki Imai*
Kyoko Inoue*
Denise and J. Vance Israel*
Gudmund and Roberta Iversen*
Yoshio Iwamoto*
Carl Jacobson
Dieter Jaeger
Nirmal and Ute Jain
Mary Jakub and Mark Katz*
Mary Janevic and Robert Wierenga*
Ronald and Leona Jantz*
Edward Jenner
Eric Jensen*
Jeannette and Robert Jensen*
Vernon Jensen*
Dr. Bruce E. Johnson*
Dale Johnson
Elizabeth and James Johnson*
Harold S. Johnson PhD
Karen Johnson
Rex Johnson*
Annie Lee Jones*
Barbara and Stanley Jones
Barbara Jones*
Charles and Daphne Jones*
Wesley Jones
Thomas Jopson and Sari Sommerstram
Richard E. Jorgensen*
James Joyce and Emily Santer
Lawrence Kahn
Deborah Kahn-Spiliotopoulos and Sarantes Spiliotopoulos*
Ruth Kallio
William Kannawin*
Nafe Katter (in memoriam)*
Bernadette and Perry Katzenstein*
James and Katherine Kavemeier*
Anamaria and Kenneth Kazanis
Michael Keane
Catherine and Michael Keegan*
Katherine Kehoe
Susan Kelley
Michael and Virginia Kelly*
Sander Kelman*
Lisa Keramedjian Meer and Brian Meer*
Sylvia and Michael Kerpel
Ruth Keysa
John King (in memoriam)*
Diane Klein*
John and Nancy Klein*
Dr. James and Carolyn Knaggs*
Dennae and Stanley Knepp
Martha Koch and W. Warner*
Satyanarayana and Lakshmi Kodali*
Carol and Harold Kohn*
Claudia Koitch*
Marina Mallis Kolaitis*
Jeffrey Koshi
Laura Kosteva*
George Kozlowski
Elvin and Jean Kranen*
Robert Krasny
Stephen Krause*
James Kreh
John and Susan Krezoski
Richard Kruger*
Mao and Mary Kuo*
George Kuwayama, Ph.D.
Brenda LaBella
Carol Ann and Dominick Labianca*
Morton and Shulmit Laby*
Harry and Bonnie Lagerbom*
Vincent and Sue Lai*
Sonja Lanehart*
Lawrence Lang
Susan Lapine and Donald Mroz*
Richard Larrick and Cynthia Monarrez-Larrick*
Robert Larsen and Patricia Dean*
A. William and Judith Larson*
Mr. Lyle E. Larson*
Neva and Richard Larson*
Lewis Lash*
Kathryn and Kenneth Laskey
Timothy Lavallee and Cynthia Manson
Katherine Lawrence and Darryl Weber
Theodore and Wendy Lawrence
Ray Lawson
Richard Lawson and Mary Tabacco
Ila Leavy
Edward LeBaron and Nancy Moncrieff
Diane Lebovitz
Hugh LeClair*
Anthony and Joan Lenzer*
Margaret Barr Bigelow
Leah Heczko
Ella Peer
Charles Vest

REALIZED BEQUESTS

The Rackham Graduate School received bequests from the estates of the following donors in 2014. The foresight of these generous individuals is deeply appreciated, and, as demonstrated by the value of their giving, will truly help enhance Rackham’s education excellence.
HONOR ROLL OF DONORS FOR CALENDAR YEAR 2014
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Alissa and Gerald Leonard
William Leonard and Marcia Robertson*
James and Susan Leri
Julie and Eric Levine*
Barbara and John Lewis*
Geoffrey Lewis*
Ronald Lewis*
Mark and Paula Lewison*
Jingshan Li*
Susan and John Lillie
Share Lin*
Ruth Lindeborg*
Diane and Russell Linderman
Harriet Linville*
Francoise Lionnet*
Lisa and Stephen Livernois*
Rebecca Locklin and Jan-Eric Meinecke
Eglis Lode
Ruth Lofgren
James Lombard
Yufeng Long*
Zheng Lou and Min Yu*
D.M. Lucente and Alan Rickfelder*
Jiang Luh
Glen and Karen Lum
Fran and Merrill Lyons*
Margaret Ma*
George and Mary Ann Macinko*
Wayne and Deborah MacVey*
James and Marilyn Maddox*
Thomas Makowski
John and Linda Malleck
Claire and Richard Malvin*
Charles and Sharon Maneri*
Michael J. Manley
Anna Mann*
Beatriz and Victor Marquez
M.G. Marsh
Mary Marshall*
Anna Martin*
Fran and Irwin Martin
Maureen Martin and Michael Penskar*
Mary Martorella*
Safar Mashtizadeh*
Donald and Patricia Masters*
Noreen Mastro*
Elizabeth Mathew*
John and Mary Matle*
Edward May
Eugene May
Margrethe May
James McCabe*
Ryan and Katie McClarren
Gary and Lou McClelland
Donna and Thomas McClish*
Lisa McClure
Betty Mccomb
Scot and Karen McConkey
Bruce and Megan McCulloch*
Patricia and R. Griffith McDonald
David and Lois McFarland
Barbara and William McFarlen*
Joan McGowan and Rudolf Schmerl*
Katherine McGrath-Miller*
Patricia and Robert McHenry*
Virginia and Wilbert McKeachie*
Marilin and Max McKinney*
Marilyn and Norman McLeannan*
Ronald McRipley, Ph.D.
David Meadows*
Margaret and Robert McKendry*
Joyce Mehring
Marjorie and Robert Mellen
Ann and John Meranda*
Deborah Merrigan*
Bryan and Julie Meszer*
Chyi-Chang Miao*
H. Andrew Michener
Microsoft Corporation
Charles and Susan Miller
Deborah and LaMar Miller*
Lois Miller
Michael and Sharon Miller*
Nikki and Sheldon Miller*
Paul Miller
Stanley Miller*
Jay Mills*
William and Patricia Mills*
Philip Mirvis
Stephen and Wanpen Modell*
David Mohr
Olga Moir
Monsanto Fund
Melvyn Monson
David Montgomery*
Stephen Monto*
Grace Moore*
Marvelene Moore*
Sarah Moore
William Moran
Robert and Sandra Morasky
Ichiho and James Morita
Judson and Lynne Morris*
Helen Morsink*
Dean and Judith Morris
Dr. LaMoine and Sandra Motz
Ronald and Sandra Mulder
Charles Muncatchy*
Curt and Judith Munson*
Naoko Muramatsu and Marshall Chin*
Kathleen Murphey
Hillary Murt and Bruce Friedman*
J.N. Musto
Harrison Muyia*
Carolyn Myers
Steven Myers*
Pamela and Gerald Nagy*
Ning Nan
David Narahara*
Gopal and Mali Narwani
William Nash and Hesed Padilla-Nash
Bonnie and Raja Nasr*
National Instruments*
Nationwide Foundation
Robert and Ann Naubert*
Mary and Charles Nebel*
Evelyn and Robert Nelson
Eric and Regena Nelson, Ph.D.*
Kathleen and Thomas Nesbitt
Michael Neuman*
Ann and Joseph Newcomb*
Dr. Barbara and Philip Newman*
Celeste Ng*
Barbara and Paul Niffenegger*
William Nolting and Donna Parmelee*
Victor Norton and Kathleen Tweney
Richard Nowell
Rita O’Connor and Theodore Schell
Sewall Oertling
Ronald Offley*
Arlette Okimoto Harada and Gordon Okimoto*
Dr. Carolyn L. Olsen and Dr. David Ellison*
Susan Opava
Optisoft Electronics Inc.*
Stephen O’Rielly and Lisa Raycraft*
Timothy O’Toole
Carolyn Aishton Ouderkerk*
Judith Ousterhout
Drs. Jane and John Page
David and Patricia Palmer
Nancy Nebel Palmer*
Donald and Julie Palumbo
Yi Pan*
Pangaja Paramsothy
Ava and Zbigniew Pasek*
Denise and Timothy Pastoor*
Joy and Stephen Pastucha*
Yolanda Pearson-Yochmowitz and Michael Yochmowitz*
Owen and Sheila Perlman*
Carol and Rob Persad*
Erich and Nancy Petersen
Steven and Gail Peterson*
Michael and Susannah Petro
John T. Petty
Celia and Larry Phillips*
Ralph Phinney*
Russell and Nancy Pichlik*
David Pichurski and Marilyn Murray*
Joseph Pickett*
Richard Pike and Linda Grossman*
Bertram and Elaine Pitt*
Thomas Plum*
$100–$249, continued
Carol Pluzinski*
Elizabeth Podolske
Vincent and Jean Portelli*
Barry and Yolan Powell
Ralph and Margaret Powers*
Ronald Powers and Rebecca Wells*
Shirley and Harry Presberg
Floyd and June Preston*
William and Diane Price
Ronald and Scharlene Ynn
Qualcomm Incorporated
Christopher Quarelo
Kathleen Quinn-Leering
Chitralekha and M. S. Ramanujan*
David Ramsey*
Joseph and Yumi Randall*
Ronald Randall
James Rathkopf
Kaiser Razvi*
George and Ruth Reazin*
Daniel Reichel*
James Reichert
Marcelle Reilly*
Renee Remak Ziff and William Ziff*
Dr. James and Janet Jespers
Lucy Reuben and John Cole*
Hector Reyes*
Stephen Ricci
Allen and Charline Rice*
Joshua and Sarah Rintamaki
William and Mary Roach
Winslow Robbins*
Dr. Mary T. Roberti
Carolyn Robins and Joseph Zinnes
Pauline and William Robinson
Alec and Mary Rodney
Doris Roeder*
David Roeslant*
Marilyn and Ronald Rolph
Jose Roman*
Jane and Sholom Rosen
Martin Rosenberg*
Anna and James Rosenquist*
Lauri Rosmarin-Plattner and Robert Plattner
Claudia and Lester Ross
Margret S. P. Rothman*
Deborah and Robert Roty*
Janet Roys
Rebecca Rubinstein and Bruce Cooperstein*
Dr. William R. Rude*
Jane and Walter Ruehle
Erik Ruehr
Caroline and James Russel
Jacob Russin
Cynthia and Louis Russo*
S.C. Johnson and Sons*
Ann and Khalil Saab*
Emilee and Robert Sabourin*
David Sah
Richard and Sylvia Salvati
Harriet and Max Sandmeier*
Dr. Viola C. Sanvordenker
John and Mary Savage
Mike Sayama*
Susan and Thomas Saydak*
Linwood Saylor
Gary Schaaf*
Milton Schaefer*
Kathryn and W. Robert Scheidt
Mark Schervish*
Joyce and Lewis Schiller
Jill and Warren Schimpff
Joan and Roger Schlukebr
Charles and Jane Schneberger*
Jennifer P. Schneider
Susan Scholl Watson and Charles Scholl*
Adam Schor*
Paul and Penelope Schreiber*
Helen and Donald Schulak
Jane and Jerome Schultz
Cynthia and Earl Schulz
Edward and Nancy Schulz*
Jon and Carolyn Schutte*
Alfred and Patricia Schuyler
Robert Schwartz*
Richard Schweickert and Carolyn Jacaginski*
Bettie and Willie Scott*
Cynthia Scott and Robert Thalmann
Sally Lloyd Seaborn*
Naomi and Wesley Sealand*
Dr. Walter R. Secosky*
Harriet and Marvin Selin*
Ilene and Robert Seltzer
Kathleen Semak and Russell Monahan
Conrad Semmelroth*
Charles and Nancy Sestok*
Raffie Shahrigian*
Rick Shale*
Gary and Susan Shannon*
Sharon and William Shannon*
Rohit Shastri
Catherine Shaw and Evans Young*
Robert Sheets
Margaret and Robert Shellenberger
Qing Shen and Hongquan Xu
Jack Sheneberger
Ronald Sheppard*
Larry Sherman
Dr. and Mrs. Stanwyn G. Shetler*
Mariko Shimomura
Amy and James Shively*
Irene Silverblatt*
Barbara and Frederick Silverman*
Michelle Simoff-Krings*
Elaine and Robert Sims*
Richard and Robin Singer*
Carol and Eugene Skiest*
Wallace Skinner
Gilbert and Sonia Sloan*
Diana Slowiejo*
Daniel and Kathleen Smail*
John and Shirley Smead*
Ann Kowal Smith and Felix Brueck
Beverly and Edward Smith
Charles and Margaret Smith*
Edward and Harriet Smith*
Marc and Vickie Smith
Robert Smith*
Clovis and Emily Snider
Susan Southon*
Carol and Harold Sox
Carlyna Spears
Jennifer Speer Ramundt and Randall Ramundt
Carole Jeanne Speier
Frank Spina*
Arthur and Constance Spomer
Alicia and Douglas Sprigg*
Tamar Springer
Darrel and Beverly Staats
Margaret and Robert Stakenas*
John and Marcia Stalevys*
Aaron and Mary Stander
Jay and Sandra Stark
Teresa Staten
Alan Steffe
Eunice Steffe (in memoriam)*
Erma Stevens
Mae Cora Stewart Peterson*
Melbourne and Nancy Stewart
Paul and Susan Sticha*
Dr. Janice Stickney
Jane Stiefel*
Sara Stinson
Bonne Stitt
Harold and Susan Stitt*
Carolyn and Ronald Stoloff*
Ross Stolzenberg*
Beverly and Roger Stone*
Chad and Mary Stone
Kenneth and Nancy Stone*
Leslie Stone
Gary and Mary Straffon
Roger Strauss
J.M. and Mie Strother*
Frederick Stroup
David and Karen Stutz*
Maurice and Vera Sullivan
Katie Summerville*
Sophie Sun and Jingtao Wu*
Arthur Symes*
MARY RACKHAM Society
Donors whose cumulative gifts to Rackham total $10,000 or more.

John Ahlberg
Hope Finegold Alper
Timothy and Kathleen Anderson
Cordelia Bacher and John Sweetland
Robert Bagramian and Linda Bennett
Gwendolyn Baker
Roberta Barnes and Clark Chandler
Donald and Lillian Bauder
Michael Bauer and Patricia Schroeder
Keiko Beppu
Warren Bieler
Betty Blazok
Barry Bluestone and Mary Ellen Colten
Doreen and Lashon Booker
Jon and Lila Bosse
Steven Brechin and Nancy Cantor
Virginia and C. Brooks Brenneis
Bobbe and Jon Bridge
Robert and Lois Bruce
Van Burd
Alice Burks
Mary and Brian Campbell
Nell Cant
Jamie Catlin
Tseng-Chun Chu
Sanford and Gail Cohen
Carmela Cole-Lavers and Clifford Lavers
Mary Sue and Kenneth Coleman
Frank Comstock
Dr. Shelly and Ricky Conner
Thomas and Sue Costaras
Holly Craig and Gerald Parker
Lawrence Crosby and Frances Li
Teresa D’Arms
Carl-Wilhelm de Boor
Andrew De Rocco and Joan McNulty
Michelle Dean
Caren Deming
Daniel Lipschutz and Lynn DeTurk
Daniel and Joanne Dillman
Douglas and Dora Dingwall
Brenda Dorsey
John Dryfhout
Helen Duffendack
Mary Dwan
Carol Ann Dyer
Brent Edwards
Janice Erskine
Dorothy Faulkner
Jean Forrest
Murray Franklin and Martha Vis
Pilar Garcia
Rosemary Geist
Andrea Ghorai
Donald and Alice Giese
Mary Sue Grant
Margaret Gray-Kurczynski and Thaddeus Kurczynski
Patricia Griffin
Robert and Lisbeth Grossman
Sandra Gubin
Margaret and Shashikant Gupta
Alfredo and Luz Maria Gutierrez
Dr. and Mrs. Ernest M. Hammel
Ann and David Hardy
Susan and Larry Hare
Peter Hausloher and Marianna Nosa
Marilyn Hawrys Simons and James Simons
Robert and Roberta Hirshon
Marsha Holmes
Wanda Hung and Christopher Vakili
Kevin and Cheryl Hurley
Paul Jaronski and Marilyn Knep
James Johnson
Alan Kalter
Isabella Karle
David and Caryl Kassoy
Henry Kates and Pamela Newman Kates
Timothy and Nancy Keilty
Sara Kellermann
Dr. and Mrs. Hugh Kendrick
Joan and Warren Kessler
Donald Kinder and Janet Weiss
Nancy Kleinpell
Joyce Knapp
Martin Kosten
John Koza
William and Renee Krebs
John and Carol Kreick
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Mark Szcesniul*
Marisa Szpytman*
Larry Telford (in memoriam)*
Daniel TerBush and Karin Novak*
Rita Teresa*
Richard and Mary Terselic
Texas Instruments Foundation
Joan Thiel*
Kenneth Throckmorton*
Kathleen Timberlake
Bette and Christopher Todd
Terrence Tollefson*
John Tombarge*
Toyota Motor Corporation
Francesco Trama*
Ann and Mark Trax
Mary Alice and Robert Treadway*
Noel Tripp
Cecilia Trizna*
Samuel Tsoutsanis*
Jeremy and Rachel Tyson*
Junji Urayama*
Zeyn and Ayten Uzman*
Gabriel and Ludmila Valderrama*
Carole and Michael Van de Kerckhove
Jack Van Den Bogaerde
Henry Van Dyke
Daniel and Selma Van Eyck*
Marcia and Mark Van Oyen
Jan and William Vandenburg
Jeffrey and Laura Vanderbilt
Rebecca VanDyke
B.W. VanRiper and Madelon Leech VanRiper
Laurance VanTuyl and Janice Walker*
John Varriano and Wendy Watson
Shane Vartti*
Anthony and Dana Vazzana*
Ernest and Lee Velardi
Peter Ventzek*
Carol Viele
Mary and Robert Voelker
Linda Waite*
Ronald Walker*
John and Kathryn Watson
Darrel Walters*
Mark and Sari Wancket*
Jinnan and Ting Wang
Kwang-Mei Wang*
Nianqing Wang*
Kenneth Ware and Hilary Glenn-Ware*
A. Jane and Wayne Warren
David and Ellen Warren
Kavita Warrier*
Barbara Wasczczak and Arthur Ensrroth
Ernest Weaver*
Susan Wei and Kim Winick*
Dr. Walter F. Wegst
James and Mary Wells
Nancy Wells*
Elliott Wentz*
Anita and Dennis Welinger
Ann Werner
Gloria Wheeler*
Betty White*
Michael and Terry Wickman*
Marshall Wied
David and Melody Wiese*
David Wigder*
Karen and W. Craig Wilde
David and Minoo Wille*
Alfred and Renee Williams*
Dean S. Williams
John and Katie Williams
Keith Williams*
Lynn and Thomas Williams*
P. Douglas and Karen Williams*
Paul Williams*
Thomas Willis
George and Janice Wilmot*
Carrie Wilson*
Marilyn Wilson
Nila Wilson*
Donald and Mary Winfield*
Kathryn and Paul Winston*
Richard Winter
Michael D. Wirt, Ph.D.*
Henry Wisniewski (in memoriam)
Jonathan and Maria Witmer-Rich
Andrew Wogman*
Charlotte A. Wolfe*
Judy and Rodney Wong*

continued on next page
Nora Wong  
David Wood  
Martha and Roger Wood  
Amanda and Carl Woodward*  
Ching-Hsung and Wei Wu*  
Clarence and Janice Wurdock  
Joanne Yaffe  
Hung and Muriel Yang*  
Lee and Barbara Yates  
Birol and Susan Yesilada  
Wei Ying*  
Wayne Yonehara*  
Gladys Young*  
Elizabeth Zelman  
Jil Zeugin*  
Gunars Ziedins*  
Marvin Zwiers*

$50–$99  
Thekla Abels*  
A. Geoffrey Abelson  
Ellen and David Abramson*  
Phyllis Ackman*  
Gay and William Adams*  
Joy Addison*  
Haroutoun Adjemian*  
Amos and Dorcas Aduroja*  
David and Mary Ahlgren*  
Osman Ahmed  
James Alexander*  
Michael and Katherine Alioto*  
Helen McPhail Allaire and Dr. F. John Allaire*  
Timothy Allison  
Wendy Allison*  
Fred and Rebecca Allsbrook*  
Aundrea Almond  
Jonathan Alspaugh*  
David and Helen Aminoff  
Harriet and Rolf Amsler  
Mark Andersland  
Ann and Joel Anderson  
John Angle*  
Barbara and Samuel Apple  
Carol Arenberg and John Burdick  
Wendy Ascione-Juska and Paul Juska  
AT&T Foundation*  
Ella Atkins and Deano Smith*  
Elizabeth Atkinson-Foster and Kenneth Foster*  
Carol and Ivan Auer*  
Barrie and Margaret Austin*  
Deborah Badgett  
Elicia Baker-Rogers  
Gloria and William Ballamy  
Steven Bank and Lauren Talalay*  
Kerstin Barndt and Johannes von Moltke*  
Carol Barrett and Jed Magen*  
Mary and Ralph Barrett*  
Cheryl Bartholomew*  
Jack Battisto*  
Sandra Baxter and Richard Bennett*  
Rachel Beane*  
Thenora Beard*  
Lois and Charles Bearden  
Muriel and Robert Beckett*  
Marcia and Morris Bednarsh  
Michael Beeson*  
Janice and John Bellefleur  
Carolyn Benninger*  
Robert Maguire  
Jack and Melanie Manis  
Melvyn and Judith Mark  
Diana Marquis  
Edwin and Sharon McCauley  
Jill McDonough and Greg Merriman  
Joan Ellen and Richard McFea  
Virginia and Wilbert McKeachie  
Lila and Donald McMahan  
Bevery Milner  
Cruse Moss and Virginia Patton Moss  
Mike and Donna Navetta  
Sarah Newman  
Roger and Coco Newton  
Kenneth Norgan  
Juliette Okotie-Eboh  
Robert and Bonnie Paine  
Grace Parr  
Lynn Peters  
Ethel Pont  
Yolan and Barry Powell  
Philip and Kathy Power  
George Rabb  
Craig and Lindsay Rahl  
James and Patricia Read  
Sarah Riggs  
Dr. Mary T. Roberti  
Douglas Roblin  
Richard and Susan Rogel  
Martha Rolingson  
Vivian Sangunett  
Barbara Sayer Alker  
Claire and Betty Schelske  
Robert Schoenhals  
Debbee and Robert Schwartz  
Charles Scribner  
Dinesh Sekarasa  
Vivian and Harold Shapiro  
Anne Shumard  
Andrew and Merrill Silver  
Virginia and Paul Smith  
Richard Yeung and Paula Sparolini  
Robert Springer  
Nancy Steinnmann  
Helmut and Candis Stern  
Joan and Michael Stern  
Stacey Symonds  
Richard Tchon  
Nancy Teeters  
Richard and Yvonne Teske  
Jack and Jeannie Thompson  
Kathleen Timberlake  
Dr. Theodore and Rosemary Townsend  
Lewis and Molly Turlish  
Susan Ulrich  
Jiu-Hwa Upshur  
Ann Van Rosevelt  
Karen and Paul Van Weelden  
Mary VandenBelt  
Edward and M. Jade VanderVelde  
Mary Vandewiele  
Joann Vanek  
Rebecca Vest  
Marina von Neuman Whitman and Robert Whitman  
Herbert and Karen Wander  
Carol Watson  
Ronald and Eileen Weiser  
Joseph Wirth  
Virginia Woodward  
Chung Wu  
Yung-Koh and Barbara Yin  
Robert Yolles  
Nancy Young  
Richard and Susan Rogel  
Martha Rolingson  
Vivian Sangunett  
Barbara Sayer Alker  
Claire and Betty Schelske  
Robert Schoenhals  
Debbee and Robert Schwartz  
Charles Scribner  
Dinesh Sekarasa  
Vivian and Harold Shapiro  
Anne Shumard  
Andrew and Merrill Silver  
Virginia and Paul Smith  
Richard Yeung and Paula Sparolini  
Robert Springer  
Nancy Steinnmann  
Helmut and Candis Stern  
Joan and Michael Stern  
Stacey Symonds  
Richard Tchon  
Nancy Teeters  
Richard and Yvonne Teske  
Jack and Jeannie Thompson  
Kathleen Timberlake  
Dr. Theodore and Rosemary Townsend  
Lewis and Molly Turlish  
Susan Ulrich  
Jiu-Hwa Upshur  
Ann Van Rosevelt  
Karen and Paul Van Weelden  
Mary VandenBelt  
Edward and M. Jade VanderVelde  
Mary Vandewiele  
Joann Vanek  
Rebecca Vest  
Marina von Neuman Whitman and Robert Whitman  
Herbert and Karen Wander  
Carol Watson  
Ronald and Eileen Weiser  
Joseph Wirth  
Virginia Woodward  
Chung Wu  
Yung-Koh and Barbara Yin  
Robert Yolles  
Nancy Young
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Antonius and Janet Broos*
David Brose*
Ann Brown
Ashland and Vendetta Brown*
Barbara Brown
Merwyn Bryan*
William and Dorothy Buer
John and Kathleen Buppert*
Malcolm Burdick
Thomas Burean and Deborah Ettington*
Michael and Liza Burger
Joseph and Patricia Burns
Richard H. Burns
D. Anthony Butterfield
Andre Butts
William and Edith Byerly*
Cornelius Bykerk*
Diane Cabaj-Aman
Albert and Barbara Cain*
David Cain
Margery Calhoun*
Christopher Campbell
Douglas Campbell*
Allison Carey and Bylden Potts*
Cynthia Carey*
Adrienne L. Fornell-Cargo*
Elaine Carlson*
Constance and Raymond Carroll*
Marjorie Carter
William Carter*
Jacob Caspi and B. Ruth Montgomery
Lusty and Bethany Cebula*
Marsha Chapman*
Ward Chapman and Judith Fullerton
Peter and Hatty Chen*
Ronald and Stephanie Chervin*
Chevron Corporation
Carole Chilton*
Jee-Weon and Su Bang Choe
Ann Christoph and William Kipper*
Joseph and Mariann Christy*
Steven Chun and Mable Wong*
Paul and Teresa Clayman*
 Therese Clements*
 G. Alan Clugston*
 Alan Coates (in memoriam)*
 Alberta Coleman*
 Michael Collins and Alison Griffith-Collins
 Harry Comins
 Dr. Michael J. Piovoso*
 Carol and William Correia*
 Cynthia and William Cortright*
 Richard C. Creal
 Catherine and Roger Crimmins
 Elaine and Richard Crane*
 Gilbert B. Cross*
 Mary and Thomas Crowley*
 Catherine and Edward Cullen*
 Margaret Cully*
 Bonnie Curnl*
 Bonnie and Jay Curnl*
 Gail and William Dauer*
 Patricia Daugert*
 Barbara and Philip Deegan*
 Paul DeKraer
 Carolina DeLuca
 Allan Demorest*
 Francisco and Karen Deogracias
 Raymond Detter
 Marjorie Dever*
 Joseph Discenza and Nichole Guenther Discenza*
 Marta Dosa (in memoriam)*
 Darshan and Harwant Dosanjh
 Jeffrey Douma
 Steven and Linda Dow*
 Delores and Roger Dunlap
 Donald Eagling*
 Judith and Robert Edwards
 David and Sally Egler
 Carol and Milton Ehler*
 Wendy Elcesser
 Stephen Eldridge and Marlena Studer*
 Joan Elicker Richards, Ph.D.*
 Dr. J. Alan Elliott
 Thomas and Virginia Elliott*
 Joan and Lansing Ellis*
 Robert and Phyllis Emery*
 Janice and Philip Enns
 Lillian and Robert Epstein*
 Karl Erb
 Carolyn and Paul Ernzen*
 Norma and Rey Escote*
 Julie Evans
 Karen Evans-Romaine*
 Obiefune Ezeoke*
 Susan Fager and Paul Schmiechen*
 Philip Fair
 Shirley Fair and Victor Marquardt
 Nelli and Randall Falzgraf*
 Joseph Fargnoli and Dorothy Jacobs*
 Peter and Sally Farrow*
 Brett Farver*
 Margaret and John Faulkner
 Saul Fenster*
 Barbara and Rodrigo Ferrer
 Anna and Ray Ferrier*
 Lawrence and Leone Fetter*
 Lisa Fetterman
 Thomas Fine*
 Annemarie and Robert Fitzgerald
 Richard Flacks*
 Rex and Kathleen Fleming
 Suzanne Fliegel*
 Robert Fortus
 Maria-Francesca and James Fox
 Patricia Frank*
 Mary Frecker
 Paul and Donna Freddolino
 Dolores and John Freeman
 Lindsay French
 Marie-Luise und Heinrich Friedemann*
 David Friedman
 Elaine Friedman and Robert Liebman
 J. George and Maiga Friess*
 Roger and Ruby Fujioka*
 Charles Fujita and Dulcy Lecour
 Janice and Robert Gale*
 Richard Gamer*
 Alan Gansberg
 James and Juanita Garfield
 Charles Garrett
 Charles and Janet Garvin*
 Harry R. Garvin
 Curtis Gehman
 Amanda and Zack George*
 Robert Geyer
 Frederick Giarrusso
 Suzanne and Timothy Gilbert*
 Mary and Robert Gilliat*
 Clare Ginger
 Joyce Ginsberg
 David and Johanne Glass*
 Patricia Gleiberman*
 Kathleen Glover*
 Joel Goldberg and Barbara Burroughs*
 David Goldblum*
 Nancy Goldfarb*
 Cynthia and Robert Goldstein
 Esther S. Goldstein*
 Stanley Goodyear and Susan Perry
 Lakshmi and Mangalam Gopal*
 Mya Gosling
 Subrata Goswami
 Barbara and Roy Goto
 Mary Grady and Michael Moscynski*
 Paul Graf*
 Kingsley Graham
 George and Ruth Gray*
 Ann Green and Elmer Sbach
 Jeremy Gregersen*
 Dale and Barbara Greiner*
 Denise and Richard Grimes*
 Steven Guiter
 Erdogan and Marjorie Gurmen
 David and Myra Gutin*
 Osama Haddadin and Jennifer Shaw*
 Nooshin Haghparast and Parviz Khalili
 Daniel S. Hall
 Tamara Halle*
 Adelvia and Richard Halstead-Nussloch*
 Susan Hammel and Nicholas Kachman
 Craig and Sarah Hammond
 Eric Hampl*

* Indicates that donor increased 2014 giving over 2013 giving.
**Bold** indicates that donor has given for at least five sequential years.
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Wayne Hanewicz*
Janice and Stephen Hanson*
Patricia Harmon*
Richard Harmon*
**Rev. and Mrs. Mark T. Harrington***
Amy Harris and Malcolm Sickels*
Abigail and Edward Hartford*
Barbara Hartley*
Deborah Harttraft*
Hazel Harvey*
Robert and Patricia Harvey
Judith Hashman*
Edward and Elke Hatch*
John and Katherine Hatgis*
Satoru Hayasaka
Dale and Donna Hedding
Carolyn and Cyril Heile
Kenneth Heim
William Hennessey*
Alice and Peter Herber*
Rochelle Herzog*
**Timothy E. Hickcox**
 Preston Hicks
Gary and Mary Hill*
**Miriam Hilton**
Paul and Donna Hodges
Peter Hoff
Vicky Hoffman
James and Lynn Hoggard*
J.J. and Robert Holland*
Marlene and Walter Holloway*
**Jane L. Hondelink**
 Robert and Sandra Hood*
Dianne and Terence Horgan
Huang Huang and Jingmin Zhang*
Huang Huang*
Diane Humes and Allan Treiman
Gail and Richard Humphreys*
David and Heather Hunter*
Sung-Heh Hyon
Shane Isenhoff*
John Iwinski*
Jane and William Jackson*
**Patricia Jackson**
Rosalind and Russell Jackson
Ellen Jacobowitz
Stanley and Judith Jacobs
Hossein Jadvar and Mojgan Maher*
Colin Jager*
Barbara James*
Robert and Mary Janicki*
Jason Jaworski
Gregory and Nancy Johnson*
**Pauline Johnson**
Mrs. Jimmie A.J. Jones*
J. Robert Jump
Adam Jung
Ruth Kaarlela*
Aurora and Mark Kamimura*
Beverly and James Kanter*
**Patricia R. Roe Kaplan**
David and Sandra Kaunisto*
Meral and Necati Kazan*
**Edward and Esther Keller**
Eugene and Eugene Kelley*
Constance Kelly
William Kelly*
**Martha Kendall**
Kyung Kim*
**Edward and Martha Kimball**
Jean Marie King
Mary Klatt
Lauren and Stephen Klein
**Mrs. Mary Louise Kleist**
Albert and Beverly Klyberg*
**Alan and Ruth Knoll**
Edward and Ruth Knorrning*
Lois and Scott Koeber
Eve Kome*
Elizabeth Koopman
Sylvan and Elizabeth Kornblum*
David Kostelancik*
Nancy and Philip Kranz
Donna and Russell Kreis*
Peggy Kriger*
**Edward and Susan Kujawa***
Marie and Richard Kussman
Roman Kwarcinski*
James and Virginia LaGrand*
David and Joanne Laird*
Kathryn and Arthur Lane
**Edward and Lois Langerak**
Ira Langsam
**Gloria LaPontney**
Judith and Norman Lasca
Paul Latham*
Paula Latovich and William Weiner
Jerold and Judith Lax
Jerry and Marilyn Laycock*
**Harvey and Deborah Lazar**
Benjamin and Ester Lee*
Lawrence Lee*
Mary Jane O’Connor Lee*
**Matthew Leedes**
George and Virginia Leeman
Andrew and Staci LeFurige*
Hilary Lehy*
Mimiam Lenz*
Mary Leon*
Gloria Levine*
Beth and Charles Levinthal*
**Lores LeVita Gilfix**
Isaac Levy*
William and Garland Lewis*
Clayton and Adria Libolt
Lincoln Financial Foundation Inc.*
Lincoln National Corporation*
Aline Lindbeck
Gene and Gwennolyn Lindsay*
**Morgan and Swan Liu**
David and Mary Lloyd
Dai-Wei and Warren Lo
Helen and William Lodge
William and Mary Logan
Elizabeth and William Loizeaux
Jeffrey and Nancy Long
Greg Lower
Eileen Lynch

David and Jane Malin*
Carol and James Malzone*
Maria and Raul Manaloto*
**Gail and Daniel Mandell**
Frank and Kathryn Marchetti*
Elizabeth Margosches and Don Melman
Randolph Mark
Anne Marsan and Matthew Castanier
James Marshall*
Lawrence Masland*
Ann and William Mathis
Elise Matsubara*
Claire Matthews and Alan Reitter*
Gregory and Deborah McCoy
Andrea and Michael McGill*
Elizabeth and John McKaig*
John and Louise McManus
Russell Meredith*
**Thomas Meredith**
Raymond Meriwether
Michael and Deborah Metcalf
Henry and Jewell Meyer*
Janet Meyer
Susan K. Meyer
Ms. Anne Miller
Marvin and Louanne Miller
Robert Miller*
Terry and Linette Mitchell
Katie Mitchell-Koch
Alexander Mitrovich*
Colleen and Thomas Montgomery*
D. Stanley and Janice Moore
Robert Moore
Ann Davidson and David Moorefield
Kenyon Morgan*
John Morrison
**Martha Moss**
Antoine Mourad and Anne Mulder*
George and Stella Moyser*
Don Mueller (in memoriam)*
**Judith and George Mullison**
Michael Munson*
Richard and Alaine Mussett*
Robert and Sandra Nado*
Alicia and Francis Nakata*
Chadwick Nehrt*

* Indicates that donor increased 2014 giving over 2013 giving.
**Bold** indicates that donor has given for at least five sequential years.
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New York Life Foundation
Sheila Nicholas and Dave Waterhouse*
John and Marjorie Nickles
Nanguneri Nirmala and Viswanath Ravishankar*
Thomas and Joanne Nock*
Thomas Nolan and Cecelia Yoder
Ralph Nossal*
Donald and Jane Ocker
Joel and Katharine Olah
Norma Oldham*
John Olivero*
Martha and William Orrick*
Anna Ortiz
Charles and Sharon Osburn*
Donald Ott
Marilyn Overmyer*
Michael Parow and Donna Reed
Linda and Peter Patrick
Bruce Patten and Kathryn Boudreau*
Alice and Robert Pattengale*
James and Lynne Pauer
Charles and Glenna Paukstis
Patricia and Eugene Pawlik
John and Susan Pearl*
Julia Pedigo
Irene and Perkins Pedrick
David and Louise Peelle
Benjamin and Lorissa Pence
Loren and Geraldine Pennington
PepsiCo Foundation, Inc.*
Jonathan Perkins*
Bonnie and John Peterson*
Roger Peterson*
Marsha and Thomas Phare*
Goutama Pinnamaneni*
Jeanette Pindexter*
Alfred Powell*
Alexander and Janis Prentice
Judith Preysnar
Principal Financial Group Foundation, Inc.*
Margery and Thomas Pustell
Christopher Quintana*
Dennis and Linda Racine
Anita and Monroe Rackow*
Hannelore Rader
Tara Rajaniemi*
Michael and Phyllis Ramos
Robert Rann
Jean and Robert Raz
Charles and Judith Reusch
Mary Reutter
Harley Rex
Jack and Therese Reynolds
Nooraldeen and Sophia Ridha*
Deanna and Max Riedlsperger*
James Rieger
MaryAlice and Robert Rippe*
Willma and Albert Ritsema*
Buckley Robbins
Marta Robertson*
Helena and Stewart Robinovitz*
Janine Robinson and Joel White*
Ernesto Rodriguez*
Richard Rogers
Alice and Robert Roos*
Cheryl and Grady Rorie*
Daniel Rose
Larry and Dorothy Rose*
Melissa Rose and Daniel Schafer*
Shelley Rose*
Manuel Rosenbaum, Ph.D.
Enid and Stanley Rosenblatt*
Dennis Ross
Essie Manuel Rutledge, Ph.D.
George Rutter*
Deborah and Michael Sacks*
Esther and Stephen Sales*
Rogelio Samson*
Marjorie Sarbaugh-Thompson
Gaylord and Janet Sausbbery*
Helga and Jochen Schacht*
Patricia Schaefer
Melinda Schaefer*
Cheryl and Kenneth Schall
Matthew Schaller
Rudolf Schmid and Gayle Tapscott
Patricia Schoeni and David Weinman
Maria Schonbek*
Bernard and Winifred Schorle
Jason Scibek
Herman Sealey*
Gloria Semeroz*
Vance Senecal*
Jeanne Servis
Dennis and Josephine Setzler*
Aurora A. Sevilla
Marie Shaffer*
Manesh Shah*
Carolyn Shalhub*
Praakash and Sunita Shenoy
Donald Shetler (in memoriam)*
Aliza and Howard Shevrin*
James Shiells*
Robert Shippee
Frederick and Susan Shippey*
David Sichel*
Barbara and Donald Silkworth*
Jerome and Stephanie Silver*
Nancy Simon
Ned and Katherine Simpson
Joanne Simpson
Hardev and Pushp Renu Singh
Lisa and David Sirag
Michael Six*
Bruce and Kimberly Smith
Carole and Larry Smith
David and Janice Smith
Deborah and O. Whitman Smith*
John Smith*
Hilary and Kristi Snell
Tracy Snell*
Sidney and Gail Snyder*
Sandra Sparber-Friedman*
Linda Speck
Janet Spencer*
Carla Spomer (in memoriam)
Charles and Lindsay Spooner*
David and Lisa Staaf
Mrs. Norma Stanbury*
Michael Stebbing*
Elliott Steiner
Kaethe Stella*
Clarence Stephens
Dorothy and Robert Stephenson*
Faith and Kurt Stern*
Cynthia and Lawrence Sternberg
Barbara Stewart
Donald Stewart*
W. Deter and Margrit E. Straub
Felden and Margaret Stumpf
Emily and Siao-Fang Sun
Robert and Kristine Susick*
Gloria Sutton*
J. Elmer Swanson
Linda Swanson*
Patrick Swanson*
Thomas E. Talpey
Larry and Roberta Tankanow
Timothy Taylor
Alan and Bonnie Templeton*
David and Joan Thomas
Jarvia Thomas*
Ruth Thomas*
Doro and Michael Tierney*
Elise L. Tietjen*
Alicia and Paul Tisdale*
Gregory Tolbert-Bey*
Heather Townsend*
Ching-Shung Tu
Dr. Tom and Doreen Tziananas
Christopher Uchrid
Kathryn and Michael Uhler
Steven and Rhonwyn Ullman*
Donald and Joann VanderMolen
Elizabeth Vandewater*
David and Elisabeth VanNuys*
Agnes and Steven Vass*
Akhileshwar Verma*
Paula Vincent*
Laverne and Ruth Voss*
Jacqueline and Jeffrey Wagner*
Rose and Robert Wagner
Elizabeth Walle

* Indicates that donor increased 2014 giving over 2013 giving.
Bold indicates that donor has given for at least five sequential years.
$50–$99, continued

Darrell and Monique Washington*
Penny Webster
Ganesa Wegienka*
Robert and Sandra Weitz*
Jeremy Wells*
Walter Wend*
David and Susan Westneat
Jean Whitinger*
David and Kristie Wiggert*
Kidada Williams
Norman Williamsen*
Brent Willock
Margaret and Paul Willoughby*
John and MaryEllen Wilson*
Marilyn and Stuart Wilson*
Benjamin Witherell*
Melvin and Joan Wolf
Mary Wolpert-DeFilippes
Jean Woods
Doris and George Worden
Mary and Rodney Wu
David Wulff*
Jill and Matthew Wund
Helen Wyneken*
Jing and Wen Yang
Susan and Robert Yates*
Joseph and Patricia Yoder
Donald and Faye Zechman
Carolyn and Ronald Zeilinger
William Zieman
Rudolf and Sharon Zuiderveld*

Patrick and Elizabeth Anderson
Alejandro Badillo
Gayle Bagley
Barbara Baker
Richard E. Barber Ph.D. and Ruth A. Barber
Paula Barnes*
Thomas and Donna Bauer
Charles and Marian Beadle
Joyce Bear
Frank and Nancy Beardsley
Margaret Becker*
Joel Beeghly and Mary Philip*
R. Jeffrey Benko*
R. James Bennett
Thomas Bennet
Marvin H. Berman*
Chana Bernstein*
Johnny Berona*
Charles and Hilary Betley
Biostratigraphy*
Gayle and Michael Blomme*
Elizabeth Boatright (in memoriam)
Marcia and Oded Borowski
Gerald Bower and Gro Frydenberg
Robert Boyer
Jeanne and Philip Brady
Susan Brau*
Bonnie and Earl Brown
Carol Brown*
Teresa Browne
Vicki Browne*
Janet and Norman Buck*
Elliot E. Burd
Rodney Burton*
Sandra Calmas*
Brent Carey and Valerie Scho Carey
Cristin Carpenter and Theodore Schuetz*
Cynthia Carpenter
Kathleen and William Check*
Alexander Chervainu*
Ann and Jay Cherlow

Brian and Phyllis Childs
Wing-Kee Cho and Bridget Wu*
John and Judith Christman
Beverly and Reginald Ciokajlo*
Philip and Stephanie Clar*
Brant and Gail Clark*
Frederick and Sherril Clark*
Perry and Karen Clark
Nancie and Richard Clarke
Mr. and Mrs. Calixte W. Cloutier
Dennis Coe
Gail and Sanford Cohen*
Dinshaw and Hutoxy Contractor*
Jane Cooper
Anita and John Cotton
William Courtney
John Cox*
Howard Cromwell
Geraldine and Robert Custer
Karan and Stephen Cutler*
Nancy Daines*
Leilani Dawson*
John and Toni Dean*
Evelyn Dean-Nystrom and Donald Nystrom
Deborah DeGraff
Jerome and Nancy Delene*
Joyce Denison*
Radha Desarazu*
Robert Dodde*
Mark and Julie Donnelly*
Beverly and Jack Dostal
Mary C. Downey
John Drexler*
Donald Dunbar and Sandra Sullivan
James Dunford and Pamela Lawson*
Nancy and Paul Durance*
Beryl Dwight*
Lowell Dowrin
EBay Foundation
Christopher Eckman and Rebekah Pite
John Edman*
Charles and Elizabeth Edmunds
Allan and Doris Edwards
I. Robert Ehrlich (in memoriam)
Frederick and Judith Eilers*

Galen and Sydney Engel*
Barbara Erdody
Curtis Evans*
Sarah Evascu and Adam Rabinowitz*
Yuan Fang*
John and Alice Farley*
Karen Faulk and Felipe Gomez*
Charles and Tena Feddema
Gretchen and Timothy Feemster
Anita Fellman*
Natalie Filipovich and Paul Vance
Morton and Patricia Frederick*
Roselyn Freedman-Baum
David and Sony Freiband*
G. Lee Fullerton*
Joel Galang
Claire and John Gallam*
Linda and Robert Garrett*
Charles and Patricia Gerrish
Douglas F. Gibbons*
Albert and Anita Goldstein
Deborah and Richard Goldstein*
Joseph and Suzanna Golmanovich
Jessica Gorochow*
Benjamin Gorvine
Margaret Gough*
Jean Graham*
Margaret and William Graham
Anne and Eugene Greenstein
Kathleen Guernsey
Eva and Herbert Hain*
Dr. Sharon K. Halpern
Tommy Hampton
Richard Hanau*
John and Patricia Hanne
James and Carol Hannum*
James and Marilyn Hanson*
Jennifer and John Harvey*
Louise S. Hauenstein*
Barrett and Mary Hazeltine
Nancy and Wendel Heers*

* Indicates that donor increased 2014 giving over 2013 giving.
Bold indicates that donor has given for at least five sequential years.
JOHN MONTEITH LEGACY SOCIETY

Donors who generously support the University with an estate plan gift provide the foundation for academic excellence in years to come. We gratefully acknowledge the following members of the John Monteith Legacy Society for their enduring future support of the Rackham Graduate School.

Timothy and Kathleen Anderson
Robert Bagramian and Linda Bennett
Gwendolyn Baker
Keiko Beppu
Ronald and Margaret Brender
C. Brooks and Virginia Brenneis
Nell Cant
Sanford and Gail Cohen
Cynthia and Kenneth Conklin
Andrew De Rocco and Joan McNulty
Caren Deming
Daniel and Joanne Dillman
Brent Edwards
Jean Forrest

Murray Franklin and Martha Vis
Andrea Ghorai
Mary Sue Grant
Maurice and Margaret Griffel
Dr. and Mrs. Ernest M. Hammel
John and Diane Heyde
Marsha Holmes
Dr. and Mrs. Hugh Kendrick
Katharine and Thomas Kush
David and Ethel Linnen
Daniel Lipschutz and Lynn DeTurk
Ruth Lofgren
Victor Marquardt and Shirley Fair
Juliette Okotie-Eboh

Dr. Mary T. Roberti
Martha Rolingson
Vivian Sangunnet
Etta Lou Saxe
Barbara Sayer Alker
Charles Scribner
Robert Springer
Richard Tchon
Richard and Yvonne Teske
Dr. Theodore and Rosemary Townsend
Edward and M. Jade VanderVelde
Chung Wu
George and Gladys Zubulake

Peter and Patricia Jessup
Thomas Jewett
Kjell and Sandra Johansen*
Nancy Johnson
Patricia Johnson*
Barbara and Russel Johnston*
Gregory and Susan Jonas
Murray Jones*
Luke and Mary Jordan*
Alice Jorgensen*
Leon Kaganovskiy*
Douglas and Sheryl Kalvin*
Julie and Stuart Karabenick*
Corrine Kass*
Susanne Kilpela*
John L. Kindschuh
James and Ann Kirkwood
Mona and Stephen Klaber*
David Kline and Laura Taub*
Larry Klingler
Daniel and Luci Klinkhammer*
Chapen and Ralph Knag
Carol Kohut*

John and Marlene Kondelik*
Jim and Laura Kosteau*
Everilda and John Koteskey*
Edward Kovac*
Matthew Kraus
Alma Kronmann*
Margaret Kunji*
Walter Kwik
Vincent Lalli
Jonathan Lane
John G. Lapp
Jean Lee*
Drs. Jiyoungh Lee & Euisu Park*
Carol and William LeGray*
Muriel Lenz
Kathleen Liadis
Herman and Roslyn Lieberman
Barbara A. Lindblom
Haiyin Liu*
Manlan Liu*
Allan Loeb*
George and Lawana Loegel
Brian Long

* Indicates that donor increased 2014 giving over 2013 giving.
Bold indicates that donor has given for at least five sequential years.
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Kazuko Murayama and Bruce Randel
Meri and Thomas Murray*
Joseph and J. Paul Mutschlecner*
Janae Nakata*
Douglas and Wendy New*
Charles and M. Cathleen Niederman
Lloyd Nietling
Charles Obryan
Doreen O'Donovan*

Martha Oleinick
Julie and Warren Olin-Ammentorp*
Barbara Olmstead Long
Myra Oltisk*
Deborah and Karl Ondersma
Judith Oppenheim
Vasco and Marlene Ordonez
Dennis and Mary Papazian*
James Parins (in memoriam)
Yoon and Paula Park
Bhanumati and Harshad Patel*
Dirk Pegman*
Amy and Michael Penoyer
Zollie Perry
Linn and Sharon Peterson
Edna and Wayne Pettitt*
Alice Pinsky
Alvin Plantinga*
Henry Platt
Alexis Pollock
Donald Polzella*
Janice and John Potter
Patricia Potter*
Jocelyn and Robert Prevost
Joe Pullen (in memoriam)*
Leon and Phyllis Putnam
Xianggui Qu and Xiaohong Yu*
G. Robina Quale-Leach
Ellen and Richard Racusin*
Jane Radcliffe*
R. Gary and Sharon Raham*

Alice and Richard Rainville*
Eric and Nancy Rambusch
Alice and Robert Ramseyer
Nancy and Norman Rasmusson*
Albert and Jennifer Ratner*
Jennifer Ratner*
Laura Rauss
Nancy Reed-Twiss and Ian Twiss
B. Lynn and Robert Retelle
Tammya Rhodes-O'Neill
Charles and Essie Richardson*
Christopher and Jennifer Ripman*
Marcia Roseman*
Dr. John C. Rosemergy
Elizabeth Roser*

Rimantas and Cheryl Rukstele
Richard G. Rust
Leonard Sachs
Donald and Linda Sage*
Elizabeth Salzman*
Veronica and Harry Sandison*
Artel and Arthur Scheid*
Lawrence and Lorraine Scheinman*
Robert Schlagal
John and Linda Schmitt*
Jonathan Schwartz*
Martin Schwartz
Larry and Rosanne Seiler*
Karen and William Shea*
Ingrid and Clifford Sheldon*
Elizabeth Sheppard
Cheryl and Donald Sherman*
William Short*
Sandra Sipkin*
Lawrence Smedley
Helen Smiler
Capt. J.M. Smith, USNR Ret.
Rebecca Smith*
Betty and Stephen Snow*
David Sorscher*
Charles and Elsa Spencer
Douglas and Ella Sprung

Charles L. Squier
Marily and Jeanette Staschke
Kathryn Steed*
Laura and Philip Stefaniak*
Joan Stepnis
Maria and Troy Stieve*
Pat and Nimi Subramanian
John and Susan Sullivan*

Germania and William Swan
Christopher Swanson
Kathleen and Philip Swisher
Edna and Walter Tabbert*
Mark and Rhonda Taylor*
Cynthia Thomas*
Frances and Walter Thurber
Sylvia Trelles

Hin Tse
John Tyler
James and Kathryn Varty
Terry Vaughn

Gisselle Velez Ruiz*
Heron and James Warren*
George Waterston
Melinda Watson

Marvin Weibbaum
Barbara and James Weiskopf*

Kathleen Weston
Charles and Sandra Westrin
Marjorie and Fred Wheaton
Erin Whitaker
Robert and Shirley White*
George and Laila Whitfield*
Gil and Kathryn Whitney
Andrew and Marian Wick*

Louise Wideroff
William Wiegand*
Dr. Glenn Wiesner

Gordon and Linda Wilcox*
Kathleen and Vincent Wilhelmi*

Carol Williams
Kathleen and Barrie Wilson*
Michael Wilson and Gail Pilgram*
Patricia and Ted Wilson
Candace and Walter Woessner
Judith Wolfe
Doris and Richard Wood

Richard Wroblewski

Cynthia and Thomas Yates
Beth and William Young*
Wayne Zeuch

Richard Zicari (in memoriam)*
Samuel Zilka

There were a number of donors who graciously gave to Rackham in the period from July 1, 2013 to December 31, 2013 who are not listed in the Honor Roll as we transitioned our reporting from fiscal to calendar year. We are grateful for their continued support.

A. Geoffrey Abelson
George Abernethy and Laura Kasischke
Gerald and Gloria Abrams
Jacques and Susan Abrams
Rosanne and Vincent Acciaioli
Kay and Richard Adam
Peggy Adams and David Griffith
Joy Addison
Judith and Ronald Adler
Sherif Affiti
Charles F. Agerstrand
Osman Ahmed
Prasad and Surekha Akella
Lina Al Chikh and Samer Dirani
Linda and Robert Albright
Timothy Alcala
Jane Aldrich
James Alexander
Philip Alker (in memoriam)
Elena and Michael Allen
Julie Allen and Stephan Doll
Virginia Allen
Timothy Allison
Dana Alpern
Jonathan Alspaugh
Maureen Alterman
Julie Amberg and Tony Stelly

* Indicates that donor increased 2014 giving over 2013 giving.
Bold indicates that donor has given for at least five sequential years.
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Richard Ames and Lisa Morrison
Kirit and Shobhana Amin
David and Helen Aminoff
Harriet and Rolf Amsler
Mark Andersland
Ann and Joel Anderson
Elizabeth and Patrick Anderson
Richard and Sharon Anderson
Robert and Shirley Anderson
Leopold Andreoli
The Andrew W. Mellon Foundation
Ellen Andrews
Margaret and Thomas Andrews
Dr. Babette M. Benken
Donald Anthony
Barbara Anton
Aon Foundation
Jack Arbuthnot
Carol Arenberg and John Burdick
Linda Argote
Jose and Ruth Armilla
Marian Armour-Gemmen and Randall Gemmen
Mary Arnold
Juan Arroyo
Waliyoddin Asaad and Nora Gabbani
Wendy Ascione-Juska and Paul Juska
John Asvestas
Paul Atallah
Matthew Atwong
Kendrick and Khin-Khin Aung
Bryan Aupperle
David Aurelio
Christopher Aycock
Fred Ayers
Judy and Richard Babcock
Deborah Badgett
Gayle Bagley
Robert Bagramian and Linda Bennett
Prem and Shyam Bahadur
Barbara Baker
Carol and Paul Baker
David and Margaret Baker
Andrew Balch (in memoriam)
Esther and Roy Baldridge
Leslie Balkany
Donald and Rhonda Ballou
Barbara Grunder
Edwin Barber
Laird Barber
Drs. James & Lisa Barclay
Michael F. Barile, Ph.D. and Grace Barile
Margaret and Robert Barlow
Roberta Barnes and Clark Chandler
Joan and Reuben Baron
Mary and Ralph Barrett
Phyllis Barrett
Leland and Mary Bartholomew
Elba Barzelatto and Mauricio Font
BASF Corporation
Steven Basmajian and Christine Freeman
Alex Bates
Richard Batsavage
Michele and Thomas Battle
Donald and Lillian Bauder
Donna and Thomas Bauer
John Bauer
Michael Bauer and Patricia Schroeder
Karl and Sandra Bauman
Sandra Baxter and Richard Bennett
William Beaman
Emily and Glenn Beamer
Charles and Lois Bearden
Frank and Nancy Beardsley
Joyce Beasley
Muriel and Thomas Beattie
Margarette Beckwith and Allen Chapman
Calvin and Leah Bekins
Janice and John Bellefleur
Benjamin Ben-Baruch
Ms. Martha A. Benedict
Carol and Leslie Benet
Charles and Maria Benet
R. Jeffrey Benko
John and Louise Bennett
R. James Bennett
Bruce and Patricia Benton
John and Kathryn Bergan
Christopher Bergeron and Theresa Chobergeron
Rhoda and Roger Berkowitz
Stanley Berlinsky
Judith Bernhardt
Jan Berris
Cristina Betancourt
Charles Betsey
George and Katherine Betz
Florence and Harold Bierman
Pauline Bigby
Lawrence and Ruth Bigus
Charles and Laura Bilek
Drs. Richard E. Bilsborrow and Helen P. Koo
Arnold and Caroline Birenbaum
Jeremy Birnholtz
Dorothy and Gerald Bishop
Leelan and Mary Lou Bissett
Marjorie Bissett
Donald Bittner
Lynn Bjorkman
Arthur Black
Roger Blaser
Blaise Blastos
Neal Blatt
Joel Bloom
Lynn and Martin Bloom
Barry Bluestone and Mary Ellen Colten
Susan Blum and Lionel Jensen
Christopher Bobrowski
Michael Boerma
Donald Boettner
Charles Boiler
Lawrence and Linda Bolam
Richard Bond
Gordon and Sandra Bonham
Peter Bonventre
Henry and Norma Booke
Doreen and Lashon Booker
Jean and Theodore Bookhout
Philip Boonstra
Eugene Borgida and Susan Wolf
Priscilla Boroniec and Louis Cornelius
Marcia and Oded Borowski
Frederick Bosco
Nancy Bott and Harry Evans
Constance and Denis Bourke
Bonnie Bower
Gerald Bower and Gro Frydenberg
Phoebe Bowes
Robert Boyer
Daniel and Gloria Boylan
Nicola Bradford and Mark McCandless
Carolyn and Christopher Bradley
Jeanne and Philip Brady
Douglas Braidwood
David and Florence Braker
Beatrice and James Brand
Edith Brashares and Benjamin Simon
Daniel and Marsha Braun
Theresa Braunschneider and Christopher Matthews
Felicia and Floyd Breeland
Kenneth Breisch and Judith Keller
Marjorie Breu-Christianson and Maurice Christianson
Ruth Brevitz and Thomas Sarb
Emil Bricker
Catherine and Charles Briggs
Arleen and Howard Brilliant
Lois and Michael Brinkman
Christine Brittle
Burt Brody
Anthony and Mary Bronzo
Mindy Brook
Ann Brown
Astrid and James Brown
Barbara Brown
Betty and Norman Brown
Bonnie and Earl Brown
Carol Brown
Devin Brown
James and Kathleen Brown
Joyce and Richard Brown
Kathy and Roger Brown
Margaret Carol Brown
James G. Bruce III
Nancy Brucken
July 2013–Dec 2013, continued
Ann Kowal Smith and Felix Brueck
Ernest Brumbaugh
Jasper and Sharon Brundege
Genevieve and James Bryan
Barbara and Mark Buchanan
Albert Buckberg
Marylou and Thomas Bullen
Juliette and Robert Bullock
John and Kathleen Buppert
Malcolm Burdick
Larry L. Burgess
George and Patricia Burgoyne
Gail and John Burleson
Carol and Paul Burns
Richard H. Burns
George L. Burrows
S. Kay Burrus
Peter Butler
D. Anthony Butterfield
Andre Butts
Diane Cabaj-Aman
Helen Cafferty
David Cain
Barbara and Roger Calam
Cleopatra Caldwell
Margery Calhoun
Carolou Calissi
Sandra Calmas
Nuria Calvet
James and Marcia Cameron
Adelia and William Campbell
Christopher Campbell
Joan Campbell (in memoriam)
Maureen Campbell
Nell Cant
Brent Carey and Valerie Scho Carey
Adrienne L. Fornell-Cargo
Gary and Rita Carleton
Joan and Michael Carleton
Robert W., Ph.D. and Susan Carling
Arthur E. and Elizabeth P. Carlisle
Robert L. Carneiro
Charles and Mary Carpenter
Sally Carr
Constance and Raymond Carroll
Robert A. Carstens
Marjorie Carter
Virginia Caruso
Elisabeth Case and Douglass North
Joy Casey and Peter Knoblock
Gretchen Casper
Jacob Caspi and B. Ruth Montgomery
Margaret Cass
Walter Castelli
Conan and Patricia Castle
Lucy and Robert Caswell
Linda Causey
Dr. Joseph J. Cavallaro
Carmen and Lynne Centofanti
Constance K. Chan
Nandita and Subhachandra Chandra
Gene Chang
Kevin Chang and Kwanwen Teng
Lirong Chao
Maureen and Scot Chapman
Ward Chapman and Judith Fullerton
Adele and Russell Chappell
Dr. and Mrs. Charles E. Hickox
George Chen and Linda Chang
Jieming Chen and Xiangping Mai
Mei-Li Chen and Jian-Guang Wang
Amy Chenoweth
Lynn Chenoweth
Ann and Jay Cherlow
Beverly and Morton Chethik
Chingyuan Chien and Lih-Mei Yang
Christine Child and Matthew Wikander
Brian and Phyllis Childs
William Childs
Jane and Jin Chin
Jennifer Chin and T. Michael Keinath
Gary and Sally Chipman
Joseph and Sue Chiu
Shiu-Chu Chiu
Jee-Weon and Su Bang Choe
Lorraine Chorkey
John and Judith Chrisman
Mary Christiana
Joseph and Mariann Christy
Jennifer Chua
Charles and Julia Church
Marlene and Salvatore Cianci
Philip and Stephanie Clar
Karen and Perry Clark
Nancie and Richard Clarke
Pierre Clement and Claudia Figueroa-Romero
Patrick and Sharon Cloney
Susan Cloninger
Jeri Cochran and Patrick Venta
Chun-Yen and Todd Cochrane
David Coe
Paula and Timothy Coffey
Anthony Coghlan
Sandra Cohan
Alice Cohen
Murray Cohen and Barbara Safran
Dean Cole
Alberta Coleman
Darlene and Lee Collet
George Collins and Paula Hencken
Michael Collins and Alison Griffith-Collins
Harry Comins
Elizabeth and John Comiskey
Jeffrey and Margaret Comstock
Dr. Shelly and Ricky Conner
John and Michele Cook
Jane Cooper
James Corey
John Corey
Anne Corrigan and Paul Roberge
Anita and John Cotton
William Courtney
Barbara and Paul Couture
Covidiem Ltd.
Frederick and Marilyn Crane
H. Kenneth Crasco
Nancy Creason
Joanna Cronin
Jane Cronkleton
Gilbert B. Cross
Jason A. Crotty
Betty Cummings
Cheryl Cunningham and William Mathewson
Richard and Susanne Curry
Sybil and Tony Curry
Geraldine and Robert Custer
John Czajka
Patricia Czapp and Christopher Lynnes
Kori and Martin Czarnojc
Arline Dahike-Daly
Betty Dalton (in memoriam)
Phyllis and Roy Daniel
Charles Daniels
Cherry and Steve Danielson
Robert Darvas and Eva Huseby-Darvas
Patricia Daugert
Isabelle and Kenneth Davidson
Anne Davis (in memoriam)
George and Theresa Davis
James and Joanna Davis
Jane and Paul Davis
Lois Davis
Louise and Ronald Davis
Michael Davis
Leilani Dawson
James and Penelope De Meules
Andrew De Rocco and Joan McNulty
Erin and Gregory De Vries
Patricia Dean and Robert Larsen
Evelyn Dean-Nystrom and Donald Nystrom
Charlotte and Ralph DeBlois
Bruce Degraaf
Deborah DeGriff
Linda DeLand
Exalton Delco, Ph.D. and Wilhelmina Delco
Jerome and Nancy Delene
Freda and Robert Delosh
Joseph and Theresa DeMaria
David DeMay
Donald and Judith Dembsey
Caren Deming
Joyce Denison
David Denny
Francisco and Karen Deogracias
Don and Sharon Des Jarlais
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David and Sandra Detrisac
Douglas Dick and M. Ann Easterbrooks
Patricia Dicke (in memoriam)
Dianne and Robert Dieterle
Virginia A. Dilkes
Delvin Dinkins and Davirah Timm-Dinkins
Jo Ann and Richard Dionne
Beverly and Robert Dockstader
Michael Dodyk
John Doerr and Marcia Finton
Jon and Sandra Dombrowski
Ruth Donaldson
Brenda Dorsey
Darshan and Harwant Dosanjh
Beverly and Jack Dostal
David Doty
Charles and Cynthia Dougherty
John Douglass
Ismael Dovalina
Dow Chemical Company Foundation
The Dow Chemical Company
Judith and Richard Doyle
Carol Drinkard
Fritz Gaenslen
Brenda Drumm Kidd
John Dryfhout
Marilyn and Vytaas Dukas
Gopal and Harriet Duleep
James and Sandra Dunn
Eric Durant
David and Jeanne Dustin
Philip Dvoretsky and Linda Ludwig
Anita and Edward Dworkin
Carol Ann Dyer
DeWitt and Silverenia Dykes
Jeffrey Dym
Thomas Easthope and Donna Winkelman
EBay Foundation
Paul Eberts
Kristie Ebi
Christopher Eckman and Rebekah Pite

Jonathan Eddison
John and Maureen Edman
Charles and Elizabeth Edmunds
Alison Edwards
Allan and Doris Edwards
Brent Edwards
James and Joy Edwards
John Edwards and Susan Grad
Judith and Robert Edwards
John Eft and Darlene Russ-Eft
David and Sally Egler
Dr. Howard Eichenbaum and Dr. Karen Shedlack
Jacob and Mary Eichhorn
Gill and Sara Eisenstein
Alan Eiser
Wendy Elcasser
Carol and Mariano Elcises
Joan Elicker Richards, Ph.D.
Cheryl and Glenn Elliott
Dr. J. Alan Elliott
Thomas and Virginia Elliott
Charles and Julie Ellis
Dr. Carolyn L. Olsen and Dr. David Ellison
Susan Ellison
Kathryn and Peter Eloff
Emma and William Elrod
Jan Emmert
Eileen and Elliot Entin
Janice Erskine
W. Ralph Eubanks
Eugenia and John Evans
Julie Evans
Barbara and Walter Everett
Susan Ewing-Ramsay and David Ramsay
ExxonMobil Foundation
Ruth Fabbro
Huda Fadel and Thomas Rhodes
Shirley Fair and Victor Marquardt
Ray and Teresa Faith
Stefan Fajans (in memoriam)
Helen and Pui Fan

Yaling Fan and Zhan Shi
Brian Farrer and Jennifer Pickett
Margaret and John Faulkner
Claire and Mahdi Fawzi
David and Judy Feasby
Matthew Feazell and Karen Majewski
Timothy Feeman
Gretchen and Timothy Feemster
Sheila Feld
Arnold Feldman
Ilana Feldman
Anne and Michael Fenerty
H. Jane Ferguson
Barbara and Rodrigo Ferrer
Ms. Kayne L. Ferrier
June Ferrill and George Jones
Lisa Fetteman
Natalie Filippovich and Paul Vance
A. Lawrence and Marian Fincher
Deborah Pierce and Robert Fine
Larry Fink
Earl Finley
Kristin Fischer
Ronald Fisher
Keli Fleming Holmes
Charlayne and Stewart Fliege
Andrew and Susan Flint
Evelyn and Glenn Flittner
Richard Foley
C. Eric Fonville and Marina Shoemaker
Ethel and John Fopeano
Jami Foreback
Tyrone Forman and Amanda Lewis
Robert Fortus
Milton Foster
James and Maria-Francesca Fox
Madeline Fox
Elaine Franco
Paul Francuch
Joan Frank
Charles Franklin and Liane Kosaki
John and Shirley Frantz
Alfred Franzblau and Lisa Slattery
Arleen and Robert Frasca
Christopher Fredd
Donna and Paul Freedolino
Maryann and William Frederick

Rosanne Freed
Roselyn Freedman-Baum
Steven and Sylvia Freije
David Freiman
Lindsay French
Nancy and Robert French
Sue and Allan Frew
Louise and Paul Friedenberg
Daniel Friedland
David Friedman
Elaine Friedman and Robert Liebman
Leon and Marcia Friedman
Daniel and Katharine Frohardt-Lane
Nancy and William Fronk
Gail Schaefer Fu
Julia Fugate
Roger and Ruby Fujioka
Jennifer Furst Hittinger and Jeffrey Hittinger
Dolores Furtado
Douglas J. Futuyma
Joseph and Victoria Gadbaw
Joel Galang
Ethan and Patricia Galloway
Alan Gansberg
James and Juanita Garfield
Irv Garfinkel and Sara McLanahan
Aloen Townsend
Charles Garrett
Harry R. Garvin
Gary and Nancy Gasser
Angela and Leonard Gates
Max Gates and Ellen Kotlus
Christopher Gatti
Frederick and Nancy Gehlbach
David and Judith Gell
Abbie and Stuart Gentry
Nina George
Charles and Patricia Gerrish
Larry and Nicoletta Gess
Robert Geyer
Andrea Ghorai
Beverly Gibeo
Charles Giesen
Denise Gilardone
C. Lee Giles and Elizabeth Saxon-Giles
Edward Gilfix (in memoriam)
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Clare Ginger
Arthur Glenberg
Marjorie and Martin Gluckstein
Kari Gluski and Peter Granda
Jorgen Gobien
William Godman
Albert and Miriam Golbert
Amy Goldman
Kari Gluski and Peter Granda
Jurgen Gobien
William Godsman
Albert and Anita Goldstein
Cynthia and Robert Goldstein
Esther S. Goldstein
Irwin Goldstein and Martha Mayo
Betty and Dan Golomb
Charles Goodell
Garry and Sarah Gooding
Geoffrey Goodnow
Stanley Goodyear and Susan Perry
Ramesh GopalaSwamy
Dr. Franklin L. Gordon, Jr.
Hertha Gorlick
Benjamin Gorvine
Amanda Goslak
Mya Gosling
subrata goswami
Stephen Gottron
Kathleen Goudie-Marshall and Robert Marshall
Inta Grace
Geraldine Grant and Edward Hansen
Mary Sue Grant
George and Ruth Gray
Daniel and Norma Green
Ruth and Thomas Green
Judith and William Greenberg
Deborah Greene and Walter Wilczynski
Anne and Eugene Greenstein
Charlotte Gregoire (in memoriam)
Barbara and Dale Greiner
Gregory Grieco and Sidonie Smith
Flojaune Griffin
Bruce and Margaret Grim
William Groening
Peter Gryson and Evelyn MacKenzie-Gryson
Sandra Guibin
Marion Guck
Bernard and Janet Guggenheim
Erdogan and Marjorie Gurmen
Herbert Guy (in memoriam)
Carl and Carol Haag
Boots Haber
Rosa and Roy Hadley
Don Haefner and Cynthia Stewart
Marion and Richard Haines
Douglas and Juanita Hakala
Dr. and Mrs. Robert A. Hall
Jay and Nancy Hall
Lawrence and Diane Halperin
William Hamilton and Susan Heathfield
Dr. and Mrs. Ernest M. Hammel
Susan Hammel and Nicholas Kachman
Joe and Nancy Hammond
Tommy Hampton
Diane and John Haney
Darryl and Wilma Hansen
Aslaug Haraldsdottir
Ann and David Hardy
John and Ruth Harkema
Marjorie Harrington
Bruce and Sheila Harris
Jeffrey and Phyllis Harris
Albert and Mary Ann Harrison
Benjamin and Doris Harrison
John and Lorraine Hartline
Donna and Peter Harvey
Patricia and Robert Harvey
Fikria and Shawkyy Hassan
Peter Hauslochner and Marianna Nosa
Daniel and Mazie Havens
Martha Haviland and John Schrum
Lucy and William Hawke
Kevin Haworth
Satoru Hayasaka
Hiro and Ida Hayataka
Angela Haydel
Barrett and Mary Hazeltine
Bruce Hobbard
Dale and Donna Hedding
Brian Heikes
Deborah and Lance Heilbrun
David and Karla Hein
Joel Heinen
Gary and Gayle Heinlein
Alyce and Dennis Helfman
Lois and Robert Heller
R. Henson
Kenneth Herlin
Howard Herskovitz and Greta Herskovitz
Georgiana and Thomas Herzberg
Mrs. Lucille Apicos Herzegovitch
Janice Hewitt
John Heyer
Timothy E. Hickcox
Preston Hicks
Joanna Higgins
E. Howard and Mary Hill
Jack Hills
Gwen and Thomas Hilton
Miriam Hilton
Simone Himbeault Taylor and Bradley Taylor
Bernard and Julane Himmelsbach
Ann-Nora Hirami
Cynthia and Soichiro Patrick Hirami
Carolyn and Larry Hiss
Karla and Peter Hitchcock
Benjamin and Carole Hodes
Donna and Paul Hodges
Lawrence Hoenig
Peter Hoff
Jamie Hoffman
Karen and Rudolph Hoffman
Vicky Hoffman
James and Lynn Hoggard
James Holderness
Emily and Paul Hollenberg
G. Donald and Marjorie Hollinshead
Marsha Holmes
Dr. Raymond W. Holton
K. Roger and Lois Hornbrook
Norris Host (in memoriam)
Carol and Thomas Houser
Jacqueline Howlett and John Orr
James and Marjorie Hoy
Carol Hryciw-Wing
Albert and Rosemary Hsu
Joseph Hsu
Kuo-Hsiung Hsu
Angela and Ning Huang
Huang Huang and Jingmin Zhang
Huang Huang
Cynthia and Nevin Hubbard
Naomi Huddleston
Diane Humes and Allan Treiman
Barbara Hunt
Evelyn and John Hunt
Frank and Lori Hunt
David and Heather Hunter
Mary Hunter
Donna and Steven Huprich
George Hurchalla and Jean Kelly
Joan Husted
F. Grace Hutchinson and John Oldenburg
Sung-Heh Hyon
Fransjalif Ibrahim
Carol Iglaicher
Charles and Marie Inniss
Patricia Insley
Iris Ioffreda
William Irons
Dana Iseinstein
Ayse Isvan and Irvin Schick
Yoshio Iwamoto
Patricia Jackson
Rosalind and Russell Jackson
Ellen Jacobowitz
Judith and Stanley Jacobs
Carl Jacobson
Sarah Jacobson and Barry Wolf
Dieter Jaeger
Carolyn Jagacinski and Richard Schweickert
Nirmal and Ute Jain
Shalaj Jain
Laylin James (in memoriam)
Louis James
Mary Jannausch
Paul Jaronski and Marilyn Knepp
John and Susan Jaskot
Jason Jaworski
Adelbert and Betty Jenkins
Esther Jenkins
JERRY JENKINS
Edward Jenner
Vernon Jensen
Patricia and Peter Jessup
Diane and Tom Jobson
Elmer Johansen
Brandon Johnson
Homer Johnson (in memoriam)
Karen Johnson
Nancy Johnson
Rex Johnson
Gregory and Susan Jonas
Annie Lee Jones
Barbara Jones
Barbara and Stanley Jones
Betty and Samuel Jones
Alice O. Martin, Ph.D., J.D.
Eleta Jones and David Thompson
Lee and Rosemary Jones
Thomas Jopson and Sari Sommarstrom
James Joyce and Emily Santer
J. Robert Jump
Adam Jung
Kathleen and Thomas Jusino
Aurora and Mark Kamimura
Kenneth Kane and Audrey Perino
Phyllis Karseboom
Mary and Robert Kasprzyk
David R. Kassoy and Caryl Fuchs Kassoy
Kathleen Laidis
Raymond Kauppila
Michael Keane
Douglas Keasal
Catherine and Michael Keegan
Daniel and Margaret Kehner
Katherine Kehoe
Edward and Esther Keller
Sara Kellermann
Susan Kelley
Constance Kelly
Jarod Kelly
Martha Kendall
Dr. and Mrs. Hugh Kendrick
Fred and Shelly Kerman
Jeffrey Kern
Joan and Warren Kessler
Jacob Ketchum
Belal Khalid
Olga Khroustaleva
Yonggu Kim
Edward and Martha Kimball
Donald Kinder and Janet Weiss
James and Katleen King
Jean Marie King
Lydia and Te Piao King
Lois Kircher
Ann and James Kirkwood
Judith and Thomas Klein
Mrs. Mary Louise Kleist
Charles and Marian Klemstine
Larry Klingler
David and Sharon Lipschutz Kluger
Dennae and Stanley Knapp
Priscilla and Robert Knighton
Alan and Ruth Knoll
Lakshmi and Satyanarayana Kodali
Lois and Scott Koebel
Elizabeth Koopman
Kwaku Korah
David and Nancy Korn
Andrew and Jennifer Kosak
Jeffrey Koshi
Patricia Kosmerl
Russell Koztrzak
Irene Kovitch
Donald Kowalke
Joann Kowalski and Theodore Stolz
Elizabeth Kramer
Nancy and Philip Kranz
Robert Krasny
Renée and William Krebs
James Kreh
John and Susan Krezoski
A. Rama and Tomoko Krishna
Drs. John and Mildred Krnak
Beatrice and William Kroek
Alice and Lawrence Kronenberger
Jon Krueger
Edward and Susan Kujawa
Robin and Steven Kunkel
Anita and Richard Kurche
Thaddeus Kurczynski and Margaret Gray-Kurczynski
Katharine and Thomas Kush
Marie and Richard Kussman
Roman Kwarcinski
Walter Kwik
Hye Sung and Hyuck Kwon
Brenda LaBella
Morton and Shulmit Laby
Vincent Lalli
Mary Lamont
Judith and Pinkas Landau
Jack and Noelle Landin
Milda and Sarunas Landys
Sonja Lanehart
Lawrence Lang
Edward and Lois Langerak
Ira Langsam
James and Laurel Lannen
Susan Lapine and Donald Mroz
Gloria LaPonctey
John G. Lapp
David and Helen Lardner
Barbara and Nicholas Lardy
Susan Lamer
Lisa and Michael Larsen
A. William and Judith Larson
Lois Larson
Kathryn and Kenneth Laskey
Patty Laswic
Paula Latovick and William Weiner
Rohit Laungani
Timothy Lavallee and Cynthia Manson
Norma Lawler
Barbara and Charles Lawrence
Richard Lawson and Mary Tabacco
Jerold and Judith Lax
Deborah and Harvey Lazar
Edward LeBaron and Nancy Moncrieff
Diane Lebovitz
Doreen and George Lecompte
Ellen Lee and Michael Solomon
Hyangwon and Kyung Lee
Dian Li
Monica and Parvin Lee
Stanley Lee
Victoria Lee
Matthew Leeds
Daniel and Gwendolyn Lehnert
Robert Lempert and Nancy Perloff
Patricia and Richard Lenham
Miriam Lenz
Muriel Lenz
Alissa and Gerald Leonard
Gilda Anne and Robert Leonard
Joanne Leonard
James and Susan Leri
Bruce and Nancy Levine
Lynn Levine and Jay Wolfe
Barbara and Bertram Levy
Earl Lewis and Susan Whitlock
Shirley Lewis
Mark and Paula Lewison
Martha and Robert Leys
Adria and Clayton Libolt
Herman and Roslyn Lieberman
Yang Lin
Yi-Guang Lin (in memoriam)
Jeff and Sandy Lindberg
Diane and Russell Linderman
Howard Lindsey
David and Ethel Linnen
Harriet Linville
John Mertens
Charles and Madelyn Litz
David and Mary Lloyd
Dai-Wei and Warren Lo
Lockheed Martin
Eglis Lode
Helen and William Lodge
Elizabeth and William Loizeaux
Fran and Irwin Martin
Donald Marushak (in memoriam)
Rebecca and Winfield Massie
Remo Mastroianni
Ann and William Mathis
John and Mary Matle
Daniel and Ruth Mattson
Margrethe May
Mary May (in memoriam)
Donald and Sherry Mayer
James and Jane McCandless
Susan Hall McCannell
Katie and Ryan McClarren
Gary and Lou McCleland
Lisa McClure
Karen and Scot McConkey
Deborah and Gregory McCoy
Kathy and Timothy McDaid
Patricia and R. Griffith McDonald
Jill McDonough and Greg Merriman
Harry McEntee
David and Lois McFarland
Eva McKenna
Kerrie McKinstry
John and Louise McManus
Geraldine and Maurice McMurray
Carole and Dennis McNamara
Paula and Raymond McNamara
Marnelle and Mary McNeilsus
Marcia and Michael McNulty
Albert McQueen
Ronald McRipley, Ph.D.
Margaret and Robert McReddy
Joyce Mehring
Gail and James Meincke
Adele and Wayne Melchiori
Marjorie and Robert Mellen
Christopher Merrill
Gary and Laurie Mesibov
Bonnie Metzger
Henry and Jewell Meyer
Susan K. Meyer
Bernard Meyers
H. Andrew Michener
Stacie Mickens
Microsoft Corporation
Thomas R. “Tow” Middaugh
Alan Miller and Susan O’Hara
Charles and Susan Miller
Herbert Miller (in memoriam)
Lois Miller
Louanne and Marvin Miller
Michael and Sharon Miller
Paul Miller
Stanley Miller
Sandra and Thomas Millman
Carol Mills
Beverly Milstein
Thomas Minshall (in memoriam)
Philip Mirvis
Joseph and Kerri Misiewicz
Linette and Terry Mitchell
Katie Mitchell-Koch
Alexander Mitrovich
Christopher Moeller
Shelley Moeller
Grace Mohney (in memoriam)
Olga Moir
Russell Monahan and Kathleen Semak
Eric Monberg
Arnold and Elyne Monto
Stephen Monto
D. Stanley and Janice Moore
Sarah Moore
Wade Moore
William Moran
Ichilo and James Morita
Yuji Morita
Milton and Renee Morris
Linda R. Peckham
Dean and Judith Morss
Dr. LaMoine and Sandra Motz
Lalita Muziniec
Ronald and Sandra Mulder
Samuel Muller
George and Judith Mullison
Michael Munson
Nancy Murray (in memoriam)
J.N. Musto
Harrison Muyia
Andrew Nagy and Susan Schreiber
Ning Nan
Janet and Lyman Narten
Gopal and Malti Narwani
William Nash and Hesed Padilla-Nash
M. Zuhair and Ragda Nashed
Bonnie and Raja Nasr
Ann and Robert Naubert
Douglas and Sue Neal
Evelyn and Robert Nelson
Kathleen and Thomas Nesbitt
M. Delia and Robert Neuman
Rogers Newman
Sarah Newman
Ross Newsome
Celeste Ng
Chau and Nhan Nguyen
Norman A. Niedermeier
Edmund and Rebecca Nightingale
Ben Niu
Eileen Nivera
Darien and Douglas Noe
Thomas Nolan and Cecelia Yoder
Joan and Ronald Nordgren
Dr. Moses C. Norman and Gertrude Norman
Barbara and Helmut Norpoth
Laurel and Peter Northouse
Northrop Grumman Foundation
William Nowak and Barbara Steve-Nowak
Nancy Oakes
James and Rosemary O’Brien
Angela Obringer
Charles Obryan
Rita O’Connor and Theodore Schell
Juliette Okotie-Eboh
Joel and Katharine Olah
Martha Oleinick
Ginnie Oliver
Barbara Olmstead Long
Ibrahim Onyukse
Susan Opava
Judith Oppenheim
Warren Orloff
Martha and William Orrick
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Pamela Lokken and Andrew Sobel
Wendy Lombard and Michael Zonnevylle
Brian Long
Jeffrey and Nancy Long
Cindy and David Louwsmma
James and Louise Low
Greg Lower
David and Mary Lowery
Khai-Quang Luc
D.M. Lucente and Alan Rickfelder
Gultekin Ludden
Glen and Karen Lum
Eileen Lynch
Carla and Gordon Lyon
Antonina Macdonald and Charles Wright
Kenneth MacFarlane
Patricia and Richard Macias
Robert Mack and Elizabeth Maier
Bruce and Karen Maddock
Susan Madley
Asatoshi and Kazuko Maeshiro
Debra and John Mahowald
Alan Makovsky
Thomas Makowski
John and Linda Malleck
Jill Manchester
Richard and Sarah Mancini
Jack and Melanie Manis
Lamont and Patricia Manley
John Manning
Jen-Jen Liu Mao
James Marberry
Patricia March and Michael Mullett
Barbara Marcus
Elizabeth Margosches and Don Melman
Beatriz and Victor Marquez
Marsh & McLennan Companies, Inc.
M.G. Marsh
Amy Marsland (in memoriam)
Anna Martin
Elizabeth Martin and Raimond Peterson
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Fran and Irwin Martin
Donald Marushak (in memoriam)
Rebecca and Winfield Massie
Remo Mastroianni
Ann and William Mathis
John and Mary Matle
Daniel and Ruth Mattson
Margrethe May
Mary May (in memoriam)
Donald and Sherry Mayer
James and Jane McCandless
Susan Hall McCannell
Katie and Ryan McClarren
Gary and Lou McCleland
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Karen and Scot McConkey
Deborah and Gregory McCoy
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Herbert Miller (in memoriam)
Lois Miller
Louanne and Marvin Miller
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Paul Miller
Stanley Miller
Sandra and Thomas Millman
Carol Mills
Beverly Milstein
Thomas Minshall (in memoriam)
Philip Mirvis
Joseph and Kerri Misiewicz
Linette and Terry Mitchell
Katie Mitchell-Koch
Alexander Mitrovich
Christopher Moeller
Shelley Moeller
Grace Mohney (in memoriam)
Olga Moir
Russell Monahan and Kathleen Semak
Eric Monberg
Arnold and Elyne Monto
Stephen Monto
D. Stanley and Janice Moore
Sarah Moore
Wade Moore
William Moran
Ichilo and James Morita
Yuji Morita
Milton and Renee Morris
Linda R. Peckham
Dean and Judith Morss
Dr. LaMoine and Sandra Motz
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Ronald and Sandra Mulder
Samuel Muller
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Michael Munson
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Evelyn and Robert Nelson
Kathleen and Thomas Nesbitt
M. Delia and Robert Neuman
Rogers Newman
Sarah Newman
Ross Newsome
Celeste Ng
Chau and Nhan Nguyen
Norman A. Niedermeier
Edmund and Rebecca Nightingale
Ben Niu
Eileen Nivera
Darien and Douglas Noe
Thomas Nolan and Cecelia Yoder
Joan and Ronald Nordgren
Dr. Moses C. Norman and Gertrude Norman
Barbara and Helmut Norpoth
Laurel and Peter Northouse
Northrop Grumman Foundation
William Nowak and Barbara Steve-Nowak
Nancy Oakes
James and Rosemary O’Brien
Angela Obringer
Charles Obryan
Rita O’Connor and Theodore Schell
Juliette Okotie-Eboh
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Mark and Susan Orringer
Alexander Ortega
Anna Ortiz
L. Lee Osburn
George Oser
Brad and Rebecca Osgood
Timothy O’Toole
Barbara Otto
Judith Ousterhout
Marilyn Overmyer
Janice Overzet
Ercument Ozizmir and Martha Shoemaker
P & G Fund
Drs. Jane and John Page
Robert and Bonnie Paine
David and Patricia Palmer
Hector Palomino
Donald and Julie Palumbo
Paula and Yoon Park
Ronne Parker
Michael Parow and Donna Reed
Grace Parr
Noel and Suzanne Parrish
Hugh Patrick
Linda and Peter Patrick
Bruce and Phyllis Patterson
Laura and Rex Patterson
Oliver Patterson
Querida and William Pearce
John and Susan Pearl
David and Louise Peelle
Jay Pekala and James Steward
Mark Pelley
Benjamin and Lorissa Pence
Hwei-Ming Peng and Shing-Kuo Wu
Mei-Jing and Solti Peng
Yanfei Peng
Johannes Pennings and Eva Backman
Gerard and Marilyn Percoco
C. R. Perrault
David and V. Rosalie Perry
Zollie Perry
Lynn Peters
Erich and Nancy Petersen
Dr. Walter F. Wegst
Linn and Sharon Peterson
Melissa Petrelus
Nicholas Petrick
Pfizer Foundation
Pfizer, Inc.
Frederick and Nancy Phail
Francis Piazza
Bion and Marcia Pierson
Dale Pierson
Gayatri Pinnamaneni and Reddivalam Sudhakar
Alice Pinsley
Henry Platt
Robert Plattner and Lauri Rosmarin-Plattner
Thomas Plum
Elizabeth Podolske
Eric Pohl
Steven Pollak and Robin Tanenbaum
Alexis Pollock
Patricia Ponte
Frederick and Karen Porter
Geraldine and Willis Porter
Linda Lee Porter
A. Donald and Jean Postma
Barry and Yolan Powell
Kathy and Paul Powell
Alexander and Janis Prentice
Shirley and William Preston
Jocelyn and Robert Prevost
Judith Preynar
Diane and William Price
Procter & Gamble Company
Bernard and Lisa Puroll
Margery and Thomas Pustell
Ronald and Scharlene Pynn
Qualcomm Incorporated
Eiping Quang
Mary and Paul Quinn
Kathleen Quinn-Leering
George Rabb
Dennis and Linda Racine
Reuben and Zipsa Rainisch
Elizabeth Rajam
Tammy Rakowski-Anderson and Keith Anderson
Michael and Phyllis Ramos
Alice and Robert Ramseyer
Randall Ramundt and Jennifer Speer Ramundt
Ronald Randall
Michael Rappaport and Daniela Samoil
Amy and Richard Rasmussen
Nancy and Norman Rasmussen
George Rayl
Richard Rediske
Bonnie Reece
Arthur and Suzanne Reed
Regeneron
Gail Renard
B. Lynn and Robert Retelle
Mary Reutter
Harley Rex
Jack and Therese Reynolds
Tamyra Rhodes-O’Neill
Stephen Ricci
Jim and Ellice Richardson
James Rieger
Stephanie Riegle
Janet and Stuart Rindfusz
Elizabeth Rittenhouse
River Gallery
Mary and William Roach
Buckley Robbins
James and Mildred Robinson
Pauline and William Robinson
Douglas Robin
Pasquale and Susan Rocco
Rockwell Collins
Alec and Mary Rodney
Ernesto Rodriguez
Elizabeth and Ricardo Rodriguez
David Roelant
T. Rodney and Mary Jo Rogg
C. Brock Rooney
Cris and Susan Roosenraad
Homer and Kathleen Rose
Shelley Rose
Jane and Sholom Rosen
Kenneth and Laurel Ross
Dorothy Roth
Vicki Rothhaar
Margret S. P. Rothman
Edward and Leonore Rowe
Janet Roys
Jane and Walter Ruehle
Erik Ruehr
Rimantas and Cheryl Rukstele
Betty and F. William Rundle
Caroline and James Russel
Catherine and Jeffery Russel
James and Mary Russell
Jacob Russin
Richard G. Rust
Zella Ruthberg
Brigitte and Shea Rutstein
Victor Ryan
Cindy Saban
David Sah
Richard and Sylvia Salvati
Gladys and Robert Sanders
Marjorie Sarbaugh-Thompson
SAS Institute, Inc.
Malinee and Sithiporn Sastrasinh
Reginald Sauls
John and Mary Savage
Susan and Thomas Saydak
Linwood Saylor
Cheryl and Kenneth Schall
Matthew Schaller
Richard Scharchburg
Annabel and John Schaupner
Brian Schermer
Joyce and Lewis Schiller
Jill and Warren Schimpff
Robert Schlagal
Maureen and Robert Schlenker
Joan and Roger Schlukebir
Carol and Loren Schmid
Rudolf Schmid and Gayle Tapscott
Jennifer P. Schneider
Barbara and Thomas Schnitzer
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Gloria and W.K. Schnure
Bernard and Winifred Schorle
Gunter and Heidi Schramm
Donald and Joan Schuette
Donald and Helen Schulak
Cynthia and Earl Schuylar
Edward and Nancy Schulz
Alfred and Patricia Schuyler
Jonathan Schwartz
Cynthia Scott and Robert Thalmann
Sally Lloyd Seaborn
Carol and Martin Segal
Erwin and Monique Seibel
Dinesh Sekarsa
Elizabeth and Jonathan Seltzer
Ilene and Robert Seltzer
Mary Serote
Jeanne Servis
Eduardo Sevilla (in memoriam)
James and Judith Seydel
Elaine Shafrin
Furqan and Zoya Shaikh
Deena Sharp
Rohit Shastry
Robert Sheets
Kay Kaufman Shelemay
Shell Oil Company Foundation
Robert and Margaret Shellenberger
Lillette and Peter Shen
Qing Shen and Hongquan Xu
Jack Sheneberger
Prakash and Sunita Shenoy
Lian Shentu
Christal A. Sheppard, Ph.D., J.D.
Elizabeth Sheppard
Susan Sheppard
Lisa and Patrick Sherhart
Barbara and Richard Sherman
Larry Sherman
Richard Shetter
Lie Shi and Jing Xiao

Mariko Shimomura
Robert Shippee
Petra and Ralph Shoberg
Carol and Mark Shook
Stephen Shurtz
Jung-Gi Shyeh
David Sicel
Peter Siers
Barbara and Donald Silkworth
Allan Silver
Andrew and Merrill Silver
Irene Silverblatt
Mary and Raymond Silverman
Joseph and Linda Simon
Nancy Simon
Alexander Simpson
Ned and Katherine Simpson
Betty Simms
David Simms
Joanne Simon
Minerva (Mimi) Singer
Hardev and Pushp Renu Singh
Carla Sinopoli
John and Patricia Sipple
David and Lisa Sirag
Kenneth Sivier (in memoriam)
Terrance Skelton
Skillman Foundation
Patricia Skinner
Wallace Skinner
Christopher and Josefa Slupek
John and Shirley Smead
Lawrence Smedley
Bruce and Kimberly Smith
Carol and Larry Smith
Charles and Margaret Smith
David and Janice Smith
Dorothea and Larry Smith
Douglas Smith
James Smith
Marc and Vickie Smith
Bruce and Jeanne Snapp

Hilary and Kristi Snell
Eileen and Mikel Snow
Robert Snyder
Caroline and Harry Soo
Carol and Harold Sox
John Spalding
Carolyn Spears
Charles and Elsa Spencer
Carla Spomer (in memoriam)
Charles and Lindsay Spooner
Carole Sporer Stroh
Carol and Kenneth Sprang
James and Karen Spratt
David and Lisa Staafl
Beverly and Darrel Staat
Margaret and Robert Stakenas
Mrs. Norma Stanbury
Aaron and Mary Stander
Fred and Nancy Stanke
Dorothy and Joseph Stanley
Jay and Sandra Stark
Jeanette and Marilyn Staschke
Teressa Staten
Alan Steffe
Constance and William Stein
Elliott Steiner
John Stephens
Dorothy and Robert Stephenson
Joan Stephenson
Cynthia and Lawrence Sternberg
Lenore and Peter Sternlight
Erland Stevens
Mae Cora Stewart Peterson
Barbara Stewart
Douglas and Judith Stewart
Melbourne and Nancy Stewart
Paul and Susan Sticha
Dr. Janice Stickney
Sara Stinson
Bonnye Stitt
Kenneth W. Stoffers
Leslie Stone
Nancy and Thomas Storch
Eric and Ines Storhok
Andrea Stout
Gary and Mary Straffon
Margrit E. and W.Deter Straub

Roger Strauss
Diane and Richard Stribley
Frederick Stroup
Anne Struble (in memoriam)
Dr. David C. Stumbaugh and Jean A.
Stumbaugh
Catherine Sturma
David and Karen Stutz
Luki and Mary Su
Nimi and Pat Subramaniam
John Sulewski
Su Sun
Kristine and Robert Susick
Christopher Swanson
Laurie Sweet
Kathleen and Philip Swisher
Edward and Susan Switzer
Stacey Symonds
James and Dottie Symons
Bette Szonyi
Dr. Dominic A. Taddoni
Ashok and Kay Talwar
Sheila Tamura
Suzanne Tanguay
Robert Tap
David and Nancy Tarr
Dorothy Taylor
James Taylor
Lane Taylor
Orlando Taylor
Timothy Taylor
William Taylor
Peter Teeuwissen
Larry Telford (in memoriam)
Mary and Richard Terselic
Barbara Therrien
Dale and Kathryn Thiel
Joan Thiel
Frances and Walter Thurber
Carol and Stanley Tickton
Kathleen Timberlake
Michael Tsiker
Bette and Christopher Todd
Gregory Tolbert-Bey
Jarrett and Michelle Torno
Halden and Sandra Totten
Towers Watson
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Rosemary Townsend (in memoriam)  
Toyota Motor Corporation  
Toyota Motor Sales, U.S.A., Inc.  
Francesco Trama  
Diana Troik  
Hin Tse  
Christina and William Tseng  
Ching-Shung Tu  
Glenn and Joanne Tuffnell  
Catherine Tull (in memoriam)  
Frederick and Rayda Turner  
John Tyler  
Theodore Tyler (in memoriam)  
Dr. Tom and Doreen Tziananas  
Kathryn and Michael Uhler  
Jiu-Hwa Upshur  
Junji Urayama  
Louis Valente  
Carole and Michael Van de Kerckhove  
Jack Van Den Bogaerde  
Jeffrey and Laura Vanderbilt  
Joann Vanek  
Leslie and Steve Vanvolkinburg  
Vijoy Varma  
Ernest and Lee Velardi  
Dr. Eric and Virginia Vetter  
Andrew Viles  
Monica and Paolo Visona  
Mary and Robert Voelker  
Candice Vollweiler  
Antonia Vorster  
Robert and Rose Wagner  
Suzanne and Jay Wakefield  
Ronald Walker  
Elizabeth Walle  
John and Kathryn Watson  
Alex B. Walter, Ph.D.  
Mark and Sari Wancket  
Herbert and Karen Wander  
Haining Wang  
Jinnan and Ting Wang

Robert Warburton  
A. Jane and Wayne Warren  
David and Ellen Warren  
Darrell and Monique Washington  
Darrell Washington  
George Waterston  
Judith and Layne Watson  
Melinda Watson  
Gail Wayper  
Ernest Weaver  
Keith Webber  
Lavern Wedeven  
Gail and Robert Weigl  
Marvin Weinbaum  
Neal and Susan Weinberg  
Karen and Michael Weinberger  
Alicia and Matthew Weiner  
Alan and Marlene Weintraub  
Gerald and Marjorie Weiss  
Robert and Sandra Weitz  
Christine and Jeffrey Welch  
James and Mary Wells  
Nancy Wells  
Anita and Dennis Werling  
Diane and Donn Werling  
David and Susan Westneat  
Wilma Wetterstrom  
Fred and Marjorie Wheaton  
Michael Whelchel  
Brian White  
Janet and Theodore White  
Maryann and Paul White  
M. Jay Whitman (in memoriam)  
Louise Wideroff  
Ingrid Wiebke  
Chris Willard  
Barbara Buckman Williams  
Craig and Mary Williams  
Dean S. Williams  
George and Patricia Williams  
John and Katie Williams  
Karen and P. Douglas Williams

Kidada Williams  
Lynn and Thomas Williams  
Michael Wilson  
Carrie Wilson  
Charles Wilson (in memoriam)  
Phyllis Wise  
A. Andrea and Richard Witkowski  
Jonathan and Maria Witmer-Rich  
Andrew Wogman  
Laura Wojcik  
Joan and Melvin Wolf  
Philip M. and Nancy Lindow Wolf  
Joel and Susan Wolfe  
Judith Wolfe  
Harold Wolman  
Mary Wolpert-DeFilipes  
Lois Wolsch (in memoriam)  
Shaio-Wen and Wen-Kuei Wong  
David Wood  
Doris and Richard Wood  
Carol Woodburn  
Anthony Woods (in memoriam)  
Jean Woods  
Doris and George Worden  
Dr. Eleanor K. Wright  
Richard Wroblewski  
Mary and Rodney Wu  
Jill and Matthew Wund  
Clarence and Janice Wurdock  
James and Mary Wyse  
Xerox Foundation  
Chenan Xia  
Chao Yang  
Hung and Muriel Yang  
Jing and Wen Yang  
Cynthia and Thomas Yates  
Wen Ye  
Robert Yeh  
Birol and Susan Yesilada  
Yuanping Ying  
Joseph and Patricia Yoder  
Ruth Youngblood (in memoriam)  
Elizabeth Zelman  
Jil Zeugin  
Zaoli Zhang  
Gunars Ziedins  
William Zieman

Cynthia Zimmerman  
George and Patricia Zug
We welcome your questions or comments. For short correspondence, such as address changes, our e-mail address is: rackham.alums@umich.edu.